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"\ 
I~ .was the purp'?se of this 1study' (1) .to' c~nst~c~ ·an . 
. · · -in~~~inent for det.~rinining how dif;fe:re~jt individmtls perc~i~e 
. . .. ' . . 
,the objecti~es "or'-.deductive geometryt . ~d ( 2) to .determine 
"' . . . . 
r 
J ~ • • ' 
how concerne·d gro'UP,S :.perceiV~ the objec.tives of .deductive 
.· ' 
geometry in the'secondary sc'h9ol. 
. . 
An initial list ·of· 7'8 obj.ectiyes was obtained· from an 
. analY,sis. of literature. and a survey of ·c·urrent textbooks at 
the secondary school level. · T~e initial list of objectives. 
·, .. , ' } 
·was edited and revised ·-to' ':3.5 -items. Suggestions' were 
. , - . . . . 
e_licited· from · a 'pane~ .of ·math,ematics. educators on clar.lty, 
' . 
. -
~omprehez:tsiveness · and .compactness., · The final f.orm ·of the' 
. .. 
_. . 
' inst,rument consiste~ of 35 possible objectives '_of deductive 
~ .. . . . . . ,-
. . . 
· geometrY' in t~e .secondary· schooL 
? 
· ,The·list of 35 objectiyefi, ·each o:h a s~paratd card,_ 
and a 5 point s~ale for ratin(. ~~e. · ini?ort~ce of each · .· · 
.-· objective was submitted by .nm.il to 85 i!).dividuats identified . 
. ' 
as be.ing members of one · of the following groups z ( 1) Geol)'le'try 
( 
. . . ' . 
::··. : )~~a.c~ers . in ~ew~~~dl~nd .. secon~a~y - ~ch~oi~, anq (.2} _Mathe-. · · 
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~by each _group. These were used to rank the 35 items in 
' ~ . 
. . . . 
.· order of importance for ·.each group. Comparisons were made 
I • • ' • 
.be~ween groups to determine whether or not agreement existed 
on th~. importa~t and :·non-'important i_tems and other general · 
• I < 
c·onclusions were drawn. Implications of'the study were 
' 
,considered. 
rr:be .·maSor find.ings and· conqlusions -of· the study were 
as follows 1 ' 
' .  
·1. " Geometry teachers in· Newfoundland scho.ols did 
. not agree with mathematics educators on the impo.rtant 
~ , . . . 
objectives of deduc~ivw 'geometry • 
• 
. · 2. G~ometr~ teachers in Ne~foundland · schools ·agreed 
'• 
with mathematics · ed~cators on :he non-important .objectives 
of deductive geometry. · 
, ·stress 
. ' 
3'. · · ~n geney;al, geometry ·teachers seem~~? put. -q1ore 
on th_ose objectfves which are at a .low · tax~om~c < .. ·. 
.. 
. . 
level while mathematics e~ucatqrs- ~t~es~d th~~e 'at higher 
levels. ·. 
"\ 4:. B~tli' geometry -teacher~ and ~at~ema ti,c.s edlica tor.s · 
~ .dQns i~e.r~d ' ~ . . the rote memorization·of theorems. to be non- . _ 
. · ~ ../ . 
• 
imp9rti:l.1\ t .• ·. 
'. 
. . 
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· · INTRODl]CTION "< ' 
, . . 
. ·The past fe~ years have been marked by .. 'innovations : 
\ ' . 
arid cha~es in the content ~n·d t~achi.rig ·nieth·ods of· 
' . . 
mat}iematics in the _secondary ·scho?l. Th~ "new math" and· the 
-"reyolution in mathemaffcs""have ·become part o~ - the languag.e · -·· 
o·r:· the past decade. In· spite of these. exciting ch~nges, . 
• : 0 
hOW!3Ve~, it has provpd difficult. to obtain widespread agre·e-
. .. . ' . l . 
ment concerning c~anges in' geometry. Although j;here s_eems 
. ' . ' . . . 
to be general agreeme~t t~~ geQmetry must .continue to hold 
.. 
a· place i~ the high school cu~iculum, and that traditional 
O 0 I 0 ' M O 
thinking ~n . the. subject ·must .be.' modified, there.~ontinues to 
" , , . .. . 
be much' debate on just' what should. form· the b~sis of a¥ high 
. . . ~ ' ' . ,/ . 
sc~ool geometry progr~mme, and wh~t ex~ct~y · should be 
I 
I 
.accomplished by such a course. ·" ,.. . ; 
;" ! 
. . On the first of· these questions, namely, .what sl\~mld· 
. : • I . . . : . "-- . . . . 
form .the basis of a p~ogramme, there have been ,nu~e~ous 
pr~posals th~t · ~Y ~ta~i·tf:al · -~op.~c$. and appr·oac~e~ be 
- ' I • 
· jettisoned in favour of newer perspectiv~s • . The suggested 
0 .' 
.. . chabges1; .. have incl~~d approaching . geometry th~~ug~ su~h 
; 
· . tHoward :p ·-. Fe~r, F~ank M~ Eccles, and· Bruce Me~~rv~·, '. 
"Wh:at Shb.-41"d. Beco~e of the Hign ·scl)c;>ol Ge'ometry Course?' · b • : • 
The Mathematics -Teacher, LXV '(February, 1972)~ 102. 
. . . . - . . · I . . ', . . . .. ", • 
1 ,, 
.·• 
/ . j 
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'· . ~· - . . . . 2 ;'. 
~ .. ~ . ·, .. 
means as' transformations, vec.tors and·. coordinates. ·Never- .· .· . 
\ . . 
theless, the .treat~erit of ge~metry i>t1 the ·high 'school today 
. . . . I . . . • . . . . 
_,is remarkably similar to the~Euclide~n model set. down mo~e · 
• I ' , -, 
.than twenty~three c.enturies agb. Feh~2 .1 de~~t:ibe~ th~ present 
.' . . ' . ) '• ~<·.: . . .· . ... · 
cokrse as " • .' • ~radi tional _  Euc~.idean -~ ;:~ ~t he tic g_e_ot;netry of · , · 
2-. and 3-space, modified by anl intro~uqtion of ruler and . 
. ' 
0 • . ' • . 
:protractor axio~e-;." In short, .the terms "Eu.clidean geometry~ 
· · ~nd . "deductive. geom~try" · ~re ~ti~~syn~n;_mous t~ · mos~· . . 
·teachers ·and educators. In New':to~~dland ·· ~eco~d~ry ~chools ·. ..· 
. " ' •. 
~11 of the _ present geometry cou~se 'in Qrade Nine and much of ·. 
. a , • 
. . the cow.rse in G~ade . Ten is -Euclidean.J The present .._study 
restricts i t~'elf solely to . .a· Euclide~ approach 'to ~igh . 
school geometry a~d the . q~sti6n ~f ~hether o~ not other 
approach~s ~ight be better.was not considered~ 
On. the question ·of what shquld be.· accomplished .by. a 
. . . . 
· course in deductive geometry th~re is. ~ diversity of· vi~ws • 
· Meserve4· .felt -that while the objective's of, al~e~_Z:-4 are·. ·' 
f ' "/ \ ' ' I 
· .··basically to de~elop ·the · properties of the fieldif ~,f .. 
. . - . 
rationals~ reais -and co~plex ~umbe~s.~ th~ changing role o..~ .' 
geometry rema~ns ". • • a s_ource ,of ·confusion to many teac~ers 
b 
. 2Howard 'F. Fehr, "The Present tear-long Course . in 
Euclidean Geometry Mu~t Go," The Mathematics Teagher, , LXV . 
{~ebruary, 1972.)', ·_ 102. · · · · . . . ··, . 
'· . - JNewfo~ndl~d and Labrad·or ''Departm~nt of Educatt~n_, 
· Prommme of Studies, 1972-73. Grade I-XI, P•. 38. 
~ruce 'E." Mese.rve, "Geome,tr.y ~ th~ United States," 
·, Geometry in the Secondary School, National Council of · .., 
•., · :ri;eachers _of Math~ma.tics . Conference (Washingto~ a Natioru,.l 
., C.o'lincil of ~eachers of.)~athematics~ 1967), p~ 2. ·. . . · ~ 
• \o • - •• '. • ! a, - ~· I • . I 
· . 
. ' . 
,. 
I . , . 
' ~ . 

















1 ~ • 
. , ' . . ·. .. . 
) : .. 
.J 
. . . . ":". 
· · : ·and· administrators. a· cha~lenge --'to all who ·are .. alert t~ th~ . 
needs. of the~r stu~ents." .. All~ndoe~fer, .5. too,. expres'sed a : 
sen~e · of confusion over geo~etry when· he .stated i "To soriie ·it 
~ " I (' . is the study of geometric figures* while in the ·minds of . · -




. . . 
others it fs almost identified with_ a method of proof." .· 
,c 
. . 
.· . With such a lack of consen~us, . 'the ·task ·of deve•loping · 
I . ' 
. ' - ~ . -
a realfstic ·set o:f. o~jectives ·:ror t}}.e deductive geometry· · 
course in the sec~ndary school ·is, at be~t ,· a difficult ~~e.· . . 
• ·i 
_Many divergent factors must be -conside:z:ed in arriving .. at . 
s~1ch a set. . Ob_viously it will depend ·upon the elementary 
school geometry progr9.m and must ·be r.el~ted -to the nature ·of · 
the learner and his needs in sc;>ciety. Consequently, no one ···· 
' . 
"" , • I 
.·set of oqj_ectives is like~y to .be acceptable for all groups 
' . 
o:f_ students and. teertainly not for every ·individuai. Anoth~.r _. 
' , 
~onsideration- is the level of generality o£. the . statements 
o! objectives. Such general statements · as, _ "To acquire the _-
, 
. . 
sk.ills and knowledge for good citizenship" serve only ·the 
• • ' • • ' I • ' I ~ \ ' 
purpose of ' keepin·g. certain i~ea:Ls about education in a . 
. ' . ~ . . : 
'
0 democracy .well .in mind. 6 tn . ord~r to be useful. .to the 
· teache.r, objectiv~s "a~e required in terms of specific. 
beha~iors t o be ob~~ined by the student. ~s Taba 7 s~ates_a 
• f o ' : I ' '0 • 
. · 5car1 · B. Allendoerfer, "Th_e .. Dile~· in Geometry," 
~~~~~~~gs · Teacher~ _LXII . (Mar~h, :196'9), 165.· 
oti"EJA N. Harding~ "The Objectives of Mathematics 
ducation in Secondary SchQols as Perceived 1by Various 
ncemed Gro.ups" (unpubli~hE!d D6ct~r's dise:;ertation, 
iversi ty ~:r Nebraska, 1'9?8}, p. 6: . . .· ··. . · 
·· ?Hilda: Taba, curricuium Development a Theorv and 
ctice {New York a Har~ourt, Brace and WorJ,d, In~, .1962), 
22 • 
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. . . ' ... 
I • ' 
·'· 
:, 14 ,. 
' ' 
I •• A p1atform of ge~ne'ral ·Objectives,- 'no ~tter how weli. ' ·. 
de:f~ed. i~ sti-11 an .inaae·quate guid'e for .1;he -sp_ecific 
Aspects oi;' CUI.7riculum, .. such as ·. the . selection ·of·· content · . > · · 
. ·. a~d experienc~s . for particu1ar· un.i t·a on a ·part~pular ~ 
grade leve"", These general .. objectives need to.· be . 
-. 
'I 
translated into mqr~ spe.cific ones. 
o < I ' 
Such specific . objeeti~ies are useftil· in pliu1:Q.ing c·ontent ·and 
' · - - - 0 ·, 
sequence of ~ · course of study ~d are ·require'd in. ordet" to 
. . 
· evaluate the ·products of learning, 
' ~ • .. • f ~ 
. ..., I • W • . . ' 
.The strongest influence ~n statements .of objecti-yes' · · 
'to.. "$' ~ ' • ' • ... 
. ·· . ior geometry is prelifeilt_ly wieldea by organized groups· of ·' 
l I / ' ~ • • ' \ • .,. • ) ' ' • I • - • • 
· scholars"""and"mathematics educators •. Yet it is the classroom 
) . 
. teacher ·who ultimately determine_ a the - imp"ortance of ·various · 
. ' . . 
• • 111 ' - • < j : 
objectives anci the natu~e df c~assroom experJ.ences to be .. 
p~o:vided ·to meet the objectives·. There are indications that' 
.. 
classroom teachers have. traditionally been tina.war.e of 
. . . ' . ' 
' · 
recognized goals' and ha~e often taught'in a manner ' which has 
~ 
not reflec~ed current thinking on the subject. ·. As far back . 
' . . ~... ' 
. 8 
~\las 19)0 Betz wrote:· 
~ 0 4 I > • ... (l 
r"J U:rifortUnately,· the teachers of .geometry, who shou1d -
·, have -been · it~ · most enthusiastic and successful exponents, · 
have · only too often been its worst e~emies by their lack · 
; l-, of acqtiaiJ;t~ce with its hi~tory and .it~ 'distinctive 
r?· .~ charac:terJ.st1cs, and by the1r apparent 1nabili ty to · · 
~<:\{/ formulate and to realize the immediate an~ ultimate 
\') · .objectires of th.e sub~ect. ·- · 
Quast9 cited a more recent example of th~ same problema 
Bwilliam Betz, "The Transfer of Trainlng With . 
Part~citlar R~:rerence· to- Geometry, " The Teaching of Geometry,· 
F if'th Yearbook -of the National Council . of Teachers of · 
Mathematics .(New York a Bureau· of. Publicationc;5, Teachers . _ 
College·, Columbia Universit~, 19JOJ, p. 151. 
_ 9willi~~ G. Quast,·· "G~·~metry in the High Schools ·a:r .. · 
the United States a ~ Histori~al Analysls from 1890 t~ 1966," (Unpublished· .Doctor's dissertation, Rutgers, · The State · ,- . 
Univerlllity, 1968), p. 330. · \~ · · · · . · ~. ~ . - -.. 
~ - . . 
. . .o 
" 
· . . ' · ' 
' ' 
..... ' . 
..: . 
'· 











.. , , . , I \ .. ' . . . or 
. , , ... ·today tl)~ idea: o:f student discovery · is widely · . ": 
. accepted· a.~~ m~an·s. to_ dEtvei(?p -insight: ~t:ld un<:ferstanding· 





· achieve these goals 'by . empha~zing the memorization o:f .. ·. 
· propositio.ns. ·.. · ·. · . • · - ·_· . _ 
The conclus-ion to be -dra~ is that whi:)..e : .the formu.~at~O:tl 'o:f 
. • • • ' ,. ' I 
go~ls is .essenti~l f,or. a sound .e;eometry progr?Lmf of - ~qua], . 
I • ' / • ' 
importance is _the degree to which such goals are ftr~smi tted:· 
I 
j to ~he. teachers . of the 'program. · · 
t. 1 • p ' 
.. . ;;-
( I . . 
THE PURPOSE ,OF THE . STUDY/ , . 
It was th.e ·purpose o::r this study ( 1) to construot an 
. . ' A, 
instrumeht for determining how di:ff'erent indiyidual~ perceive 
. ' . 
t11e o.bjectives of ded~ctiv;e ~eometr~r and (2) to detedine 
. I 
how ·-concerned gr·qups. perceive the objectives of deductive 
. . . . .. . 
~ geomet~y in " the S9CO:t}.dary- SChOO~, 
' . . 
Some Specif'ic Questions 
'· .. -
. . 
. • . 
~ 
' .. I ' " o /"'~ 
/ ' 
/• 
, . ; ... 
, /' ~ . . 










. .- ··. The . foli.ow1ng were 'the type of. ·.:_questions t~ ~ 
anSW~re~ in the Study I · . , " .· . . .~· '·' 
. 
·.- · ,' ·1 • . Do _geqmetry · teachers and· .. roathemati~s educat-ors 
"-..., o' . ·, • ' • • 
Q . ''I 
agi,'e on the _important objedtives ·of de'<;luctive geometry? 
' ' ' • I 
.. 
. . 2~ Do geometry, teachers ·and mathematics · educators 
• ' ' <., :>, · ; ~· ( I . • . 
' ' ../) • ..., "' ' < I (' 6 
· agree on tl}.e non-import~nt ohjecti ves o:f deduct.ive geometry?, · 
- . . . . tJ . ' ' . . 
. ). Wh~t trends can .be determined i'rom ' the way 
• Q • --
teachers and educatoz:s, perceiyQ · the · objectiv:es of· deductive ,-,;: 
' I' ' ; • • ' : • • ~ ' • • I) : o ' ' X • .;. 




' ' . I ' . . . . \ ' " ... • ' (' t 
·-
'il ' 
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' . I 
S'IGNIFICANCE OF Tlffi STUDY 
., "\ 
'rrohnsop. and RisinglO cite the·lack of. clear goals 
fbr teaching mathematicsuas. one o~· the most importa~t 
unresolved issues· ·in mathl~tics • . 1This is •just as much of· 
.. •
~ ~ . . 
an issue in geometry as ~n any other area .of mathematics. 
. . .. 
. . 
6 
, . Ye~ one of the primary decisions of-~ .geometry teacher must-
I . ·• 
be in regard to the goals he sets up for t~e cou~se. 
h • • ,9· , • ' • ~ ' • , I , 




evaluation ·should be in referen~e to the objectives ·he ha~ • 
deterrnj..ned. • t) I • ~ Today's geometry ~eache~, in Newfoundlanft as 
elsewhere, is challenged tO 'present modern geometry as a ;' 
' . ' subject that is livlier, freer ·and more ,inforr;nal~ .yet no 
.. . . ' . 
iess precise.ll ,·The author i~e~s th~t teachers are Prevented · 
i~om fully meeting this challenge by a confusion .of aims 
• I r~sulting from t~1 failur~ of reformers to-trans~it 
. . -./ 
·reasonable goals to·-t:l)e geometry _classroom· teacher. Many 
;o ,, • 
students are still. taught" ••• as though the subject can best 
rr . 
I • 
be learned and unders:tooa .by cotniJlittlng fac~s to mem6ry."l2 
!') "· \ 
The new · ge~metry ~ecognizes that forcing students to recall 
' . 
. ~ given number of. theorems a~d facts day after day~does not 
< I \ 
.. 
. .. 
. . !ODonovan A. _J:ohnson and ·Gerald R~ ~Rising, , 
Guidelines for Teaching Mathematics (Belmont, California• 
, ~ _ Wa~sw.orth Publishing Company, 1967) ,-- p. 382. 
. llHeien R. Pearson and James R. Smart, :Geometry (Boston··  Gihn a~d ·company, 1971), p. v. 
0 ~ • •• 
• . .... 1 •J 












7 ~ . 
.' fl 
. necessarily 'produce understanding 'or g~ome.try.l3 . 
I 
The significance of. this study,'* then, .. lies in the 
• • < ' • 
need for determining to what extent the goals of deductive 
geometry have been clari·fied ~by present. day .. educator~ ·anP, to 
what extent they.have been transmitted to teachers in 
Newfoundland schools. According to Adlerl4 such are " ••• the 
m 
questions we must . ask ourselves to measure the extent 6f o~r 
suc-cess 'during the seventi.es." Admi tt.edly, such informat,ion 
.. 
. ·is a small step toward· aohi'eving changes iri ·the geometry .. 
classroomi but it is a necessary prelude to achie~ing a · 
curriculum based upon clearly stated ~bjectives~ 
DEFINITION, OF TERMS 
1. Dedu~tive Geo~et~ya 
Deductive geometry is a formal structure· of 
.. 
lind~! .. ined termQs, defini tiori:?'• postulates based t.tpon · 
I • • f: ., a ' 
. . ass~mptions, and theorems which can be proved reasonably 
and logically through the u~e of these assumptions. 
2. .~_athematics Educator 1 
The term "mathematics educator" is used to refer. to 
faculty members of tne Mathematics Education Departrnent·or 
Mathemat~cs Department of recogn1zed universities. · 
!)Pearson and Smart, op, cit., p. v. 
,. . 
14Irving Adler, "Criteria of.Success ·in the 


















3. Geom'etry Teacher z 
The. tertn "geometry tqacher" is.used ·to refer to any 
teacher w~o ' taught at least one class in Grade Ni~e or Teri 
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CHAPTER " I~ ·' 
, . 
• . . 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
\ 
- 0 • ' ' • - ~his chapter-will trace the major changes that have 
~ . I J 
occured ip the thinking on Euclidea? geometr~ over the past 
I , o a ' ' 
seventy ·years or so. The review will thus be -a summa~y of 
the cruinges in emphasi~, .the · dlffel,"enc~s in opini~n, the · 
·' "· . =additions, deletions and ~eo~ganization of objective'? during 
" . 1 - . . 
•• ' i 
' . . ' 
. ) 
t~t ~ime. Such-~ historical perspective is necessary ·to 
become acquainted with the traditio~! obj~ctiv.es of 
. . ' . . I 
. . ~ ' 
. . 
~eductive geometry, ·some of.which may still be emphasized by 
• 
classroom teachers, as well as to . illustrate how. present-day 
. ' . 
. . 
.· · objectives have evolved from ~those of the past. 
I • 
Objectives Prior to 1920 · 
-. 
' The objectives and t·~aching methods of deductive 
I 
geometry at t~e turn of the present dentury generally 
• . 
'• . 
reflected a belief in mental discipline as the go~l of' all 
mathematics. - B~ooks1 stated the mental discipline thesis as 
f'ollOWSI · 
The mind is cultivated by the -activities of its ·· · 
faculties ••• Mental exercise· is .thus the . law of mental 
. · developme"nt. .As the muscle grows strong by use, so any 
faculty of ·the mind is developed by its use and exercise. 
· -: An inactive mind, lilte an unused, 111uscle, become~ weak 
•. , ¥ ' 
' . lEdward Brooks·, "Mental· Scie~ce and Methoda o.f M·ent.al. 
Culture," Readings in the History of Mathematics Education, 
' · eds. J. K. Bidwel). and · R. -G •. G~ason (Washington• Nat'ional 
Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 1970), p.. 84 • .- . 







t • t • 
•, 
' 
and unskillful ••• let ·the ·mind remain lnacti~e 'and it 
acquires a : menta~ flabbiness tha~ unfits' it ·for any 
· severe or prolonged activit~. . 
'10 
~ The do~inating value of geometry under such a philosophy was· 
s~en as a:n e~~rcise ._in lofic, -~ means .of mental train~ng, 
based on tha belief that it gave formal power which could be 
'/ u " 
appl,ied to other fields~·2 ""'C~nsequeritly, the ma~n activiti.e~' 
\ 
were to memorize and reprC?duce theorems and their proofs, 
This is verified in th~ report of the Committee of Ten which· 
I • 
recommended that ample opportunity for recitation .should;be 
r 
\ 
provided and that_'all proofs that. were not. formally perfect 
' · , . I . 
be rejected •. It stressed elegance in both oral and written 
. . 
, 
p·roofs · and considered the lack of "oral elegance" a ·flaw 
. " . 
. . . -, . . . 
that made the-recitation of proofs practically valueless. 
. ' . . 
. I - , 
This; it added, '! ••.• prevents--the discipline f9r which· this 
Gradually it was being recognlzed, however, that 
\ ' • I 
mere ~earn~ng of theorems would not .. qevelpp greater 
reasoning power or increase ability to apply the . pattern _of 
· ' re~s~ning outside geometry. The whole idea of ment~l . 
. discip;tine. as a theory 
1
0f instruction was be~ng questio11e.d~· · 
· ·T}?.e empha~is in Euclidean geom.etry was shifting to training . 
. ~· . 
2R. E. M. Wong, "The Status and Direction of 
·Geometry for ·Teachers" (unpubiished· Doctor's dissertation,'· . 
Univers.ity of Michigan, 19~8), .p. 9~ 
' 
3.Alan R. lOs borne and F • . Joe _Crosswhite, ~Forces and 
tssues Reiated to -Curriculum and .Instruction, 7-12," · 
A History of Mathematics in the . United States . and ·canada, 
Thirty=-Second Yearb~ok of the ljational Council ,of Teacher's 
of Mathematics (Washingtons National Council of Teachers of 



























i . in the metho~ of.att~cking ~rigin~l exercises and .discovering 
. . . . •, . . J . 
pr~of. Th~s, while ~ental discip1,ine. as a viabl.~. theory of 
education, and drill as a proced~re lasted to some extent 
into the early 1900's,· the three step- proc~ss of ''state a 
... . .. . 
I -
rule,· give an··exarnple, practice" was beginning··to show signs c.\ 
.~ , . 
. , 
of yielding to inductive rea's.oning and· discove~y teach~ng 
proce~ses.~ 
, 
1920 ,t-o 1940 
The ,first significant report on mathematics 
' . ' 
education in this pe'riod was. publishe.d , ~n ~923. bY: the 
Nati~nal O?~ittee on Mathematic~! R~q~ire~1~nts. 5 This· 
' ·. . 
Committee p~ovided ·an exten.si ve discussion of the aims of 
instruction 'in mathematics. Three categories of aim.s were 
l.\tilized r ( i) practical or ~util~tarian .ai~s, .( ,ii) disciplin-
ary,: aims, and (iii) cultural ~ims. The pr~ctical aims to be 
' 
ach~eved thro~gh the - study of g~om~try werer. familia;rity l 
. . . '- . . 
with geo.metric fo~s COD1II10n in nature., ind'jstry and l~fe J 
. ~owled·g~ of .the -properties ~nd relations of ·these f~~s' 
• lj • , 
.· 
J'knowledge. q·~ the s~atial relationspips andr devel~pment of * ! . "V 
1 ' • 
----T'4_P_h_i_l-ip- s. ·Jones and Arthili' F. Coxford, Jr., . 
. · "Mathematics lin the ·Evolving Schools·," ··A History of r. 
Mathematics Education in the United States and Canada, ,. 
Thirty-Second Yearbook of the National Council of Teachers 
of Mathemat~cs (Washingtonr National Council of Te'achers of 
~athemat~·cs, ·1970), p • .32. 
' SThe National . coinmi ttee' .~n Mathematical. · R~uire~ents, 
~The Reorganization of Mathematics in $econdary Education," · 
Readin s in ·the Histor of Mathematics Education, ads. 
J. K •. B~dwell and R. G. Clason· Washin~onr National Council 











spatial ~magination. Properties and relations were consid~ 
J ' :c ' ~ • . ! ' . . 
ered-to include congru'ences, similarit·~· triangle angle ·· 
. . . 
sums,' the ~ythagorean relation, areas and volumes·. 
4 ., 
. . 
Disciplinary ?-ims were . concerned· with developing correct ·. 
·' . . . 
.:·habits . and attitudes. and with i;he · development of· th~ ability· .' 
. to thirik clearly with quantitative con~epts~ . · Appreciation 
' . 
of geometric form, logical reasoning' and "the power of 
, ' •(J 4 
' 6 . ~ . . ... 
thought, the -magic of the mind,"· were-th~ stated- cultural 
' . ' . . ' ~ 
goals. · Such a statement of · ?b_ject~ve~ is si~ifi.cant _in 
. . . that it_ propqses ·a· c~inproml~!=!~osition .bet~~e~ -fhe ·i .dea of . 
. mental discipline ~nd · geometry for_ ·practical_ us~. It, there-
' 
. fore, .abandoned extreme positions and said that, with 
.. 
proper restrictions_, genera~ mental discipline 1 is a .valid 
aim f~r· geometry.7 · 
• ·! 
' . . 
. Among the 'reco~ized leaders in matllema.tics ~education .. 
. . .·- . . ' ) 
,at tha:t time, Reeve ~id e_xtensive· work in ·.defining the 
... 
-, objectiveos of mathematics teaching. _He ,defined the general 
,. 
• O:t>.jectlV-¥8 of~ mathematics in . terms Of establishing certain 
. ' . ' . 
. ' -
.habits·of action, tninking, moral ·conduct and -character, and 
o • I • ' > I ' • ' ' 
·.in · terms. of creating ideals· 'of simple language, accurate 
~,a.~oning, original thol;lght_, and reliable information. 8 : 
\• . 
.6Ibid. 
7w. G. Quast, ~Geometry in the · High Schools of· the 
United Statesa An Historical Anal~sis from 1890 to 1966" 
(~npublished Doctor's dissertation, Rutgers, The State 
University, 1968), p. 117. · 
'l 
. .aw. b. · ·Re~ve,· "Objectives . in -the - · ~eaching of. · 
,Mathematic's," The Mathematics Teacher, X~ II~ {November; 1925), 
pp. 385- 89. 
; . . . t .~ 
'' • I 
11\ . . ' 
. ' ' 
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General objectives of geometry, as enumerated by Reeve, 
. . 
included understandi_ng· of the need for proof, .the difference 
I II v 
be~een propf ~nd intuition; and the.meaning of deducti~e 
~ ' 
.~ . te!lllfnology • . Desired behaviors inclu~ed logical thinking, 
, ' 
• Q • 
... Cl ' 
.. 
' . 
· · ~ ' . 
. . . 
critical attitude, . neatness ' and accuracy. · Appreciation of · 
rigorous thinking, as well., as the aesthetic values of 
geometry were also . l_iste~ as general objectives, · Reeve also 
. itemized· twop hundre~ th~z:ty-fi ve . specific bit~ of knowie.dge ·· 
-· • • • • 'I u 
·or abil~ties the student sh~~d mas~e~ -in ~he · s~ud~ of the 
subje~t.9 
r 
During the 20~s and early JO's mathematics courses 
... \ . ' 
as a part o~ _ the schoo1 curriculum were coming under hea~ 
Jt~ack! Many progressive~ an~ · other . educators we~e · 
·advoc~ting maximum. application .t9 daily life ~d conseq~ently 
: . I ; 1 ' • I 
the -removal of ·much mathematics from ' the~curriculum entirely. · 
. . . . . . : 
Be·c·ause much of this · critic ism was focused particularly· on 
I ' .. 0 
·.- · · geometry, mathemati.cs educa.t·o~s 'were forced to·. defend· its . 
. ~o~itio~. 1~ As a re~ult numerous ~ttempts were ~de at . thi~ 
- . 
time to form~late objectives for geometry that would clearly 
I 
justify its place in the · schoo-l currlc~lum. 
A primary argumen~ _ used -in the defense of. geometry 
was lt~ logical ~ture, which.was unlike that of any other . 
·· . 9w. · D. Reeve, ·"Objectives in Teaching Demonstrative Geomet~," The Mathematics Teacher, XX (December, 192?,,· · 
433-.so. · . . . . · . 
• b 
10w.· 0. Reeve, "Attacks on.Mathematics and How ·to 
Meet Them, '" The Place of Mathematics in Modern Education, 
Eleventh Yearbook - o~ the National Counci l of .Teachers .of . .. 
Mathematics (Washingtons - National Council of Teachers of 
~a:the.matics, . 1936), ·pp.- 1-2i. ~ .. 
"'' 
.~. 
' ~ ' 
\ 
. . . 
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14'· 
~ubject in the secondary scho~1~ 11 · Al{en12 ~u~r•i'z~~~e ·· · 
ai_"gument as .follows•: · . 
, . 
At the'risk of becoming a welqome target for~ the 
·: •utili tarP.an ed~cator we shall make the · claim for: · 
•" .demonstrative geom~try primarily.as ~. exercise in logic, 
as a · means of mental training, and as a medium for 
. developing .higp ideals ~f ac~acy and truth • . In oppos-• . 
ition to those ·who would train ~or specific utility only, 
we have. sufficient·· evidence safely to maintain that. there 
~s far greater edupational. value in the power to think 
through a new·problem for one•s self ~han in acquiring 
rote kno~ledge of t ,.ime-honored facts. . · 
iWhile. sucli an ·argument retained some· implication of mental· 
• . , , . . • I • • 
df.scfpline~ the importa:nt ~oal ·was: t~ining· in deductive 
.. ~·h~nking. -~eeve .furt~e·r. supports . th~ ' same idea' 1? ' . 
' ' 't) • 
·,If demonstrative geometry is -not taught in order to . 
8flllble the P,Upil. to · have the satisfactiop of_._proving 
~omething, ·to train him in. deductive thinking, to give 
him the power to prove his .own statements, then it is · 
·not wor~h t~ac.'tling at al~. . . I • • • ~ . 
14. . . . ,.. ' 
Betz contended that the development ~f deductive thinking 
' ' . I 
. . . 
ability not only justified geometry but made it absolutely 
essential. "It . offers: he argued, "the simplest and most ·-~ 
• • : Q. ~ 4 
.. convenient introduction to. ~o~tulational · thinking which has 
. ; 
· llQua~t, op. ci_t., .P• 142. 
12nertrud~ Allen," "Obje'ctiv~s in Teaching of _ . 
Mathematics in Secondary Schools," The- Mathematics T~acher, 
. XVI (February, 192.3), '·75, cited. by · Quast, op. cit., p. 142 • . 
, I • \1 -
. 13w. D. Ree~e; "The Tea~hing Qf Geometry," lli, 
Teacliing of Geometry, : F'ifth Yearbook of the National ·Council 
·of TeacHers of Mathematics (Washington& National -Council of 
Teachers of Mathematics, 19.30), p. 1.3. 
• · 
1~wi.lli~~ Be~~~· "The Transfer of· Training With . ~articular) ~eference to Geometry," ibid., p. 1..51·. 
·. . . 
. ' , . 
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In 'view· of lat~r ~hinking along similar lin~s, it is 
-I . 
necessary to point out that most people in this period saw 
the goal ··o:r . developing logical ·thinking, ·important for 
transfer to non-mathematical . situations. This is illus-
. - ' 
tra ted; for · example, by the report of the Committee ·on the 
Function of Mathematics in General Educatlon1? which stated 
. , 
that'many teachers of mathematics believed thata 
••• . the · rigor') of the proof. · in' this field· sets a standard 
wh'ich careful demonstration in · other fields- of thought· 
·may well attempt to etnulate, and that. students should · 
therefore le.arn geometry in order to. learn to :tea son · 
with equal ri~o.r in other fields. · 
Obviously, the Committee saw notions of proof to be broader . 
. ' . . 
:.. 
than the restrictive mathematical view: o·:r deduction and ·felt 
that the student should have experienc~s with the application 
. ~ . 
. ;of deduction outside the. field of mathet:natics·, 
. ' i6 ·-
- · Chris.tofferson. went· even further in this direction in 
st~tinga . I ' 
Geometry Fchieves its highest possipilities if, in 
addition to its direct and .»fa~tica~ usefulness, it. can 
. · ·· develop the power to think ~early ln geometric 
·· · situations .and to use'· the same discrimination in non-
geometric situationsr if it can develop the power to 
· generalize with ._caution from specific cases and to 
. realize the force and all inclusiveness' of deductive 
statements. 
~ 15comm1ssion on Secondary School Curriculum of~i-he . 
Progressive Education Association, Ma e a ics in :General 
Education, Report of the Committee on -t; e. Function of ·. · . 
«Ma:thematics in Ge~eral Education (N~w York• D. Appleton-·. 
Century Company, Inc., 1940), p. 188. · 
C) ' ) • \ 
.l6H. c. Christofferson, Geometry Professionalized 
for Teachers (Oxford, Ohio 1 Published by the Author, 1933) ,· _ 
ip. 28, cited by F.· B. Allen, "Teaching for '·Generalization· ·in 
~eom~try," The Mathematics Teacher, XLII" (June, 1950) ,. 245. 
' l .: 
.. 
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He seem~ to have fel~ that only when an attempt is made to 
generali~e - to non~mathematical .situations are the ful~ 
potentialities Of the subject realized. 
I . '. - I 




deductive geometry little reference was made .to.the facts of 
j ' .... • ' ' 
. . . . . 
geometry • . The subject ~as not being justified ·on,the ' ba~is 
of giving studen~s co~~rol of_useful geome~ric knowledg~. 17 
. , , 
W~e-st18 advanced the i<i'ea that problem sol~ing was . the chief 
• 0 . • • • . • _.,.-- • • • 
objective 'and knowledge of geometric fac~ was a minor _goala 
.., . . . . 
hence analytic thinking .should b~ - stressed, · Webbl9 advo_cat~d 
.- . 
' . 
.. ri.go_rous logic es~ablished by using a few non-independent 
~ assumptions· .. in the teach~ng of geometry. Str~~p20 urg~d an 
intuitive approa·ch; lead~ng eventually to formal pr?c;>f, 
21 . . 
without -too much concern for rigor, Hall emphasized the 
application of g~ometric methods of thinking to life situ-
' ations as an important outcome to be sought, These and 
. ~7R~· · N • . Harding·, "The Objectives of Mathematics 
Education iri Secondary Schools as Perceived by·vari9US 
.,_ Concern_ed Groups" · (unpublished Doctor's dissertation, 
. ' 
. Uni_versity_ of Nebraska,_ 19~~ 2J. : · 
· · l8.Alma M. Wuest,t "Analysis Versus Synthesis," ~ ,.,_ . 
. Mathematics Teacher, .XX (January, 1927), 46-49,_ cited by · ,,.. 
Harding, Ibid .• , p. 24·, .· 
··' 
l9H •. E. Webb~ ".'Elementary · Geometry' and the . 
'F.oundations'," .The Mathematics Teacher, XIX (January, 1926), 
1-12, ' cit.e-d .by Harding,_ op. cit.-, p. 24. . . 
20P. ·Stroup, "Whe.ri is a . Proof. not a Proof," The 
Mathematics :~eacher, XIX (~ecember, 1926), 499-505, · cited by 
Harding, op. cit., P•- 24. · · · 
. . . 
' .. ' . 
1 
( .• 
2~. L •. Hall~ "AJ?plying Geometri~ ·Methods oi Thinking 
to Life Situations,"· The Mathematics Teacher, ~I - (December, 
1938), 379-84, cited by Harding, · ·op. clt;, p, 24. £~ 











.. . " . 
Fawcet 22 when he concludedr · 
otp :~· . s~~ilar ar~me~t~ were _ prob~b~~ best summed up py 
. ..... ~ ..... t.~ ._ . ' . . • ' •. 
· The c~sensus of opin~on therefore seems .to be . that the · 
· ~.-~ . most {inportant values to ·be achieved· from the study of · 
' demonst;ative geometry are an acqua~ntance · with the 
"nature ·b$ proof" and -a familiarity witp "postulational 
. thinking." · · , .(, 
' ' 
· Towards ~he end of the peri~d under study, ~owever, 
the stated db_jective~ of geometry began to r~flect the. 
. . 
social conditions of the · time apd the imminence of the .. War; 
I ·. I. 
resulting in great.er consideration of .practical aims. As 
• I ' 
Kin~ella conten~eda "When many people did ~o~ have enpugh to 
eat, education .had \o j.ustii'y· i~self iri ·p~act.ical t'e~s·. ~23 .. 
·, ,J . • - ·. . • ' 
The ehd result .was a peri~~ when social u~il~ty . was a maJor 
~ . . . . . . . 
factor in. determining what. was taught." ·This 1s re:flecte·d in · 
l/' ' . ' ' . . . • ' • • . • 
th~ goals suggested by suc~pe~ple ~s . Breslich24 who cites 
. . . . 
. . . 
. oojecti.ves ·.like acqui'si t:ion of · geometric knowledge ·'and .. 
' . . . . ' \ . 
abi~ity •to use facts anq pri~ciples and,. 'the de-velopment of 
drawingrskills, spatial imagination .and .an appreciation of 
) ' ' , ... _ 
• • ' • • • • f 
geo~~try · as a science. . · . · · 
There is some evid~nce,to indicate~that ' the · way ' . 
/JJ II> I ' • I {.. • • ' ' 
teachers perceived geometry ·objectives . in the 20's ·and JO's : 
' , . . . , . . ' 
' . ' 
.· 
. · 22naroid p·. , Fawce.tt, · The Nature of Proof, Thirteenth 
Yearbook of the National Council of TeacherS' of Mathematics _ .. 
(Washington• National Council df Teacher{; .of Mathematics, ; · .. 
'19)8} ·, p. ()'. . .. .. ;- - . . . . . .o 0 • 
' . . ... 
•
23JohD J. Kinse±la, SecondarY Scho~l Math~matics, 
(New Yorka The Center fo-r Applied .' Re~earch in Education, Inc. 
1965), P.· 11. . r< 
.. . ·. ~ 24-e·. R. Breslich, "The Nature and Pla.ce of Objectives 
in ~~aching Geometry;" The Mathematics Teacher, XXXI 
(Novembe.r, 193.~),. 307-15, cited by Hardi ng, op. ei~-.; p • . 24 • 
r', . J . ' 0 
' ~ . .. 
. .... 
' ' 
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' . "'" 
·.did not exactly colttcide with t~at of· .' educatQrs of the time •. 
' . . 
' .. Fawcett25 repbrted the existence of a COlDmUJ?-iCati(m ·.gap. When 
. \) -:'\ 
.. ·. 
he wrotea 
I ~~ :--....... 
"While -allegiance is paid verbally to those large general 
. objectives l:SJ.ated. to the nature of proof, actual cla·ss-
. · ·room practice'· indicates that :the major emphasis is .. 
· .placed on a body of theorems 'to be learned rather ·.than · 
on the method by which·these 1;heorems are established. 
The pupil feels that these theorem~ are impQrtant in 
themselves and in "his earnest effort to ·•.mow' thettf.he 
resorts to memoriz~~ion. . · · ; · . . · ~: ~·. ·. 
. . . .. " . . 
. 26 • . - . . . .. -
. . Co~cre.te evidence. ·of ~he discrepail:cy betwe~duca:tors and . . 
-- tea~hers was reported by Shibl_! · who publis · d the results 
· I 
' . . . 
~·f a questionnaire responded ·to by 18r-teachers in seco.ndS:ry 
·education. In the. study partic~pants were asked tp rank 
0 
~wenty·. given aims. of teaching geowstry' selecting w~ t . they : 
ccmsidered the 
. the process of 
• from teachers. 
seven most important~. The aim ' ~to make clear. 
\ ' ' • I 
. . 
deductive thinking~ received. little support . 
. _.. . . . , ~ . . . ' 
This would indicate that · while mathematics ·. 
, ' ' ...... 
0 • ' • 
educators considered the value of geometry.t~ be _in postul-
. . . 
ational: thinking, practicing teachers pl~ced·· )_.ittle emphas~s 
. .. 
. . .. 
on this, aspect 0~ the subject. 27 . c 
Ftirthe.r stud~ of· Shib?-i;s aims showed that the most · · 
• • .. • · -· ' • (J , ~ • • 
frequently_ cited goals . were c~ncerned·with developing cle~r · 
' . 
think~g, . p~8cise ~~res'!io1l, the a~ ty . .. to· analyze. a 
"' \ 2~ ' . • ~~awcett, .op. c1t.; ~· 1. 
. 26J .. S~~bll~ ~ecent Develo~m~rits in .the Te~~hitig of 
:Geometry (State .~~~lege; Pennsylvania•· J. Shibli, . Publisher, 
1932~, . pp. 2~3-l~ro c~ted qy Quast,- op~ cit., i• 168~· : : · 
I ~ > 
2'il . . . ' . Quast, op. cit., p.- 168. . 
. ·· : ... 
. :, 
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c·omplex· situation into simpl~r parts, an ·inq't1iringl or _que_st-:- . 
. . ' 
ioning attitude ·of mind, and ment~l habit~ and attitudes 
~. 0 . ~ • ' : 
. . . 
that are neede,d . in lif_e "si.tuatio~s. Thu~. it would app~ar 
that ~radi tional -'habits of mental . dls_cip'li~~ ~nd transfer 0~ 
• I . , · . V 
· training wel-e stili con'llid.ered· si.gni~tiiaeM:s• . · .r • 
In summary, the evol~~f ociectives of de~btiv~ 
·-- . 
geometry, and indeed of all ma~hematics, 'in the 1920's and 
1930's centred 'pri.mai.'ily on the .: 'issue of the usefulne-ss of .-, ~ ~ · 
. . . . .. ~ ' . .. . . ·;·'1· \ 
mathemati~s. "consequently, e~en though 'the most freq~ently 
. 4 • 
" 
cited aim of ge~me~ry ~~s the . ~evelq~~-ep~ . 0~ critical· \ . " : ·. 




· ,,that_ mos~ educator~· seemed to value suqh ability str~ctiy . · I • 
, • • tJ • • • " 
for transf~r to non-mathematical situations·. This position 
•• • .. • - ''1 
. . ( . 






?Was to be the subje.ct .. of· considerable . debate "in~· the ~ext two 
. I : f • ~ ... . , ~ • • , ~ •, ... . · . I 
·decades. . 
. . 
" . . ' 28 
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.  
' · '· TWo reports which sought to define the pla~e of .· ··· · · 
'• • 'I ' ' I .. ' ('. \ • - f . 
math matics in education were pu):>lished in th_e_ early ;1940'-s~ ~ 
... q, • • - • ' . , ., ' 
; " .· . . .. ~ .. "' ' ~ ..... 
The mOrEl widely .known .of these was the re_port' of the.' Joint- -~ . I 
cOdunis~ i~n of' the~Mat~ema ti~a;~ AsSocia tiOf?. of AmeriC:!' Inc' :' ~·  ~.·- . . ' ' 
and the National Council iof Teachers of Mathematics: 
- commiss.ion . was ~riginally appouft.~·d i~ 1.9.3.3· b.y .the ·7 
' . ~ 
1 • 
, .,It 
. · ... 
Mathematical Association. of America to . stu~y the place . 6f · 
' ' 
~ . ... . .· ' · 
~t~~ma~~ .se~op~~ry edu~at~~n, and was later 
,. ij , ~- • 
.. • . .. 
' I 
~ '~ . . 
·. ' ~8J . ·· H. Hlavaty, "C~psule R:istor:r -:m the NCTM. ·," 
The Mathematics Teacher, · LXI~I (F6b~ary• 1970), 141 • . 
• ' , t • . 
. . ,. ,. 
. , t - • • ~- " '~ 
·, 
v • 
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., 
·incorporated into the Joi-Q.t . Commissi·on2~ 
0 
... 
. The .Joinf ?o~ission ~xpressed the view that a high 
l 
·level of understanding of both inductive and deductive 
. ~ •. ' . 
. ~ 
. ~rocesses' was considered necessa4~, apd the ability to. mak~ 
~ ~ • • I 
• ' ! 
· ' applications desira";te. It proposed that 'the student have 
•( . . 
. .. 
"conscious< . experience" with both ,inductive ana d~ductive 
. ~ . ' . . \ 
reasoning. Other behaviors recommended ·weres ·habi~ually 
seeking tQ ide~tify the inductive or deductive nature of a 
~roblem, seeking to discover ,and remove ·ambiguity . in the use 
" • · t • ... • 
"~f te~~. understandipg the .. -reiations. between assufuption~ 
and bonc1Uf!3~0n·~, and the abi.lity ·to · judge the Validity of 
reas~ni~g. )O In th~ f;eld .. of geome"tiric form the Comm.ission · . 
ideutif~ed' three abili ties'a ( i) to recall and ~ppiy funda-
,0 . " 
·
1
. mental . metr~c._ relations,.'· '(~i) :1;o recognize.spa:tiB;l relations, 
. • • !j ' !! • • • 
an~.<~ii) to recoeniz~~ ~d state func~ionai rel~tions 
< • 
' -
the 'dimensions of.a figure _are 
• • ... t ,. 
. \ " 
· ··betwe~n a~ea: and volume as 
. . 31 
changed. · 
... 
. ' ' 
I •f • 
The second report appearing · j,.n the .1940 • s •. was th~ 
., . . ~ .> 
repor.t o:t:' 'the Commi:ttee on Post War Plans. It was 6reated. 
p 
. . Mathemat~cs and 'by tpe National C0uncil of the Teachers of 
• < 
I • 
v .'.issued· two repor;sr the fir£Jt in l944 and th~ second ~n 1945 • . 
I 
This CommLttee·was worKing.at a ~ime when the : primary 
•· <:·. 29Joint Commis.sion· of tl)e Ma.ihe~~tical .As'so'b,j.ation 
of America, Inc., and the. National Council o~ Teacher~of , 
Mathematics·, The Place of \Mathematics in ·secondary Education, 
Fifteenth Yearbook of the Nati0nal Counci~ of Teachers· of· 
Mathematl.cs (New."Yorkr Bureau of Publication, Teachers 
College,. Columbia University, 1940), IJP• 6-7.· 
' · 









concern. was the war effor~ and the probi~ms connected with 
manpower. It therefore expressed a.bias toward teaching. 
. . 
21; 
mathematic~ from a utili-tarian point of view: In all of its 
reports tne aim stressed was development of functional com-
. . . 
• 
·. petence· and mathematical power, with attent.ion given to 
• I • 32 
useful·applications. Th~ checklist of necessary· mathemat-
- . .,. 
ical competencies published_ by·the ·Committee stressed -the 
. . 
skills for "dea~ing wit~ the probiems of everyday life."33 
) . · Despite the movement for practicB;_l aims by s'uch 
groups as the Committee on Post War Plans, many people 
continued to cite understanding of deductive thinki~g and 
• l"j • .--,;::;.-..?~· . ~ 
postu.lati'onal systems as primartoals. Many still saw 
I v 
deductive proof i~portant for tda~ster - to non-mathematical 
' )4 
,situations. Van W~ynen argUed 1 "Gepmetry is the ideal 
vehicle for teaching the ·simple pattern o~ clear ~hinking 
. . ' 
~ .&nd its application to the vital problems of everyday life." 
Kinney and Purdy3S cont~nded"'that :it was through the 
I · • I 
'· 
transfer of deductive reasoning that the student demonstrated 
his understa~ding of geometry• . \. 
32commission oi)-Post War Plans, "Sec,ond Report," I.b.!t 
Mathematics Teacher, XXXVIII~(April, 1945), 19~-221, cited · 
by _Harding, op. cit., p. 37. . · , · ·j 
. 3Jw. D. Reeve ( ed.) ~ .... Guidance Report of the 
Committee on Post War Plans," The Mathematics Teacher, XL 
(November, 1947), )15. 
. ~ 
34M. Van Waynen; · ."What Kind o:t: Geom~try Shall We 
Teach?" The Mathematics Teacher, XLIII · (January, 1950), 3. 
3 5tucien B.· KinneY: and- C. Jtichard . p(rdy, Teaching 
Mathematics in he Secondar School.(New York1 Rinehart and 
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' . 
rNhen thoroughly understood, .similar logical· ;roc'esses · [~y be transferred to ·social and personal problems, to 
explore their applicability and the . readjustments that 
. ' i . 
are necessary. . · · . · • · · · · 
~similar argument had earli~ been ~~vanced by Smith1J6 
~.~ according to present day thinking, students who 
understand the meaning of proof, 'who are able to form- . 
ulate prool"s, and who are capable of making . ~nt'elligerit . . 
criticisms of alleged proofs in ~ometry can use much of 
· . this knowledge in other' fields. 
'- \j. 
sfgriifieantly, however, Smith later conceded that such 
. -transfer ·as an objective was subsidiary to the largest · 
• • ~ '"r, - • 
objective .of all- ~eveloping the ability .to understand, J \ 
make and criticize deductive P~?ofs.J7 ; 
This latter opinion was typical -of a definite change 
in emphasis that was occuring in . ~he g~ls of geometry in 
, 
the 40's and 50's. Aims other"than the development of 
logical thinking began to be stated, a~d there began· to grow 
the idea tha~ an underst~d~ng of ~ostu~~~iona7 thin~g w~s · 
. . . . 
vital1 t~, the understanding of mathematic~: . It ~as. ~hus 
0 important in its ow.n ·right and 'not just for possible. trans-
. I . .J . . . . · J8 
J~r to othe~ areas. A~ early a~ 1942,·Mallory and 'Pehr 
had protested thata 
-Alother -movement that has . weakened the mathematics 
program is the introduction qf ah excessive amount of 
'Reasoning in Life Sit~ations' into the subject of 
· J6R. R. Smith, "Onrthe Teaching of Geom~try," . The 
Mathematics ' Teacher, XLII (January, 1949), 57, :--
37 . 
· Ibi~., p. · .59, 
.38virgil S •. Mallory:--and ~oward F. Fehr, "Mathematical · 
Educat~on in War Times,." The Mat'Hematics Teacher~ XXXV 
(November, 1942·)·, 292, cited by J ·. Wilson, "Trends in . 
Geometry," The Mathematics Teacher, XLVI (January~ 19521, 68, 
...... 
.. 
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23 , 
~ geometry. In mB:JlY ~as'es this has ·resulted _ in. befuddled .- · 
thinking and a lack .of. knowledge of plane geometry ••• 
. - ( 
Attention was focussed ·more and more . ~n math~ma-tics .as ·a 
.. 
- ' d_~scipline. ~n . the eay.~ ~0 ~ t\ ~i th th~ growing't-awareness of 
.the need for - highly trained ~thematicians in industry, 
defense ~d space pro·grins. The new emphasi·s· w~s being· 
- . 
placed · on meaning and understanding, .so much so, that in 
1955 Kinsel1a39 charged that some schools we,re neglecting 
' 1 . . 
the development of skills. 
: . . 
. . 
Most of the other aims put forward for <,Iedueti ve . 
. . ' 
· · ' geometry in this. period stressed· knowledge o,f geometrical 
I ' 
·facts and their practical application~. As Wilson4? stated, · 
' . . 
i . 
much emphasi~ was p1aced on "••• i~ormation concern~ng the 
' ,. . . 
facts and principles of space, ineludihg information· which , t -
' serves as ·11 backdrop .for the appre~iation- · ~f the mechanical . 
life of today." 




'',, The years- since 1955 -have ·seen ~EPracedented · change f 
: in the t~a~hing of mathematics. 'It has been ·an -a~ of ."n~w" 
· :·.and "modern" mathematics·. when· schools have made radical 
. ,. 
·.-changes in the· courses being offered. · In· 1962 Moi~e4_2 was· 
. 
. .
J9Kinsel1a, op. _cit.,. p. 72. 
40J. ·wilson, ... "Trends in Geometry1 " The Mathematics 
Teacher, XLVI (J~~ary, 1952), ~8. · 
. 41 . . . . 
. . Quast, op. c~t.,. p.· 225 • 
' . 
' . 
4~dwin Moise, "The New M~the~tics Programs," 
. ·· Revolution in Teaching a New ·Theoey, Technology, and . 
Curricula, eds. A1£red de Grazia and-David A. Sohn (New Yorka 
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I 
,, 
able to statea . 
' 
I I ( . 
••• the -sh~er yolume of new programs and ·experimental . . 
text ,Jnaterials is 'by now overwhelming. The p1JblicatiQns ·-· 
of the School Ma~hematics s~udy . Group (S~SG),now fill 
over three linear fe~t on a ·boQkshelf high enough to' 
hol~ them in a vertical position• the production of the 
Unive~sity of Illinois Committee on School Mathematics 
(UICSM) are quantitatively less, but ·still impressiver' 
· and if we add these· to the Maryland group, the ·Ball '· 
State group and otners, it is plain that a full critical 
survey ?f ~h~s lit~ratu~e would req~ire~ book.· ' 
. 
un'fortunately, g~qmetry was ::the area of mathematics le·aat · 
. ~ffect~d . by the· reform m~v~ment. 43. Although some cha~ges . . 
i: • 0 , . 
r .. , 1 
did ~ccur in tbe teaching.o~ geometry, traditional ideas~and 
·p~ocedures p~rslsted throughout · the . 50 ''s. Qu~·st 44 cited 
) ' • f ) ~ • 
... 
·poorly prepared teacher~ who were unable to discern the" . 
- . . . . I , . . . 
means 6f implementing stated goals as a major ·cause of this o;. .. . 
. . - 4 .f~ilure to change. Allendoerfer 5 summarized ~he ~ommonly . 
held objectiv~s of the late .50's when he listed the tnreg 
mai~ goals of deduct'i ve geometey. as ( i) · to . teaqh aome of 1jhe 
0 · - I I . , ' / . . · 
important facts about geometry,as such, such as the propert~ 
' . . , · . 
ie~. of tr~artgles, circ'les, parallel .. lilies and the lik.e r 
( ii) t 'o teach the de;ducti ve method as it . is applied to ma the-
' " I I • 
, matical r·~asoning, and th~s to give studentp a 'first· taste I 0
0
• 
I I ' ~. ·~. • ' ' • t-1 ' • • 
c)f -the nature ·of mathematical proofr and· (i'ii) to teach·.-log., 
0 • ' - • ~ 
ical reasoning pe~ se and ~0 show the stude~ts ~how it can ~e . 
· .. 
. \ 
. -: . . 
I ' 
~ ' ·. 
·· 43Qua:-st, op. cit., P• 237'·' 
· -
4
'+l:bid.- · . .. ... · 
' · 
45carl B: ~lle~d~e~!.er, ·"Ded~cti~~~ M~~hods in Matbe-
matics,~ Insights into Modern Mathematics, ~enty-Third 
·. Yearbook of· the National·council of Teachers of Mathematics 
-·-(washingtona National -Council· of Teac}\ers· .Pf Mathematics, : 
· 1957), P• 65~ ' . ' 
.;. 
• . 'I .A. 
I . · 
. ' 


























one course and consequently the geometry offered 
' ' . 
from watering down and a lack .of popularity. 46 
. . 
It. did ind'i-
cate clearly, however, that teachers $ere interested in 
developing 'dedu~ti~e reason~ng for transfer in mathematics · 
" 
as .well as to other areas. 
One of the mo~t signific~t reports in recent years 
I 
in mathematics ~~ucation w~s·the report of the Commission on 
.. 
. ' 
. Mathematics ... The section of the •report devoted to geometry 
emphasi~ed te.ach~g geometry for its own sake, rather~ than 
' 
' ..... .· 
, for application to non-mathematical situation·s. It gave 
. . 
three main objectives for the inclusion of geometry in the. 
high school· curr!culums (i) the ·acquisiti'~n of infon:nation 
·ab~u-:t geometr~c . figur~s in the plane and space a ( ii) the 
.. 
development of understanding of the aeduc.,~i ve method as a 
way of thinking and a :f.e~s·onable skill· in applying. this 
I . 
method to mathematical situations• and (iii) the provision 
'.~-of opportunities for original and creati!e think1ng by ·- . . 
stude~ts;47· The Commission took the positio~ that- it is a 
. . 
disservice to the student and to mathematics for geometry to . 
i • . 
be presented -as thou~h its ·study would" enable' a st~dent · to . 
. -
-solve a substantial number of his lif~ problems b~ deductiv~ 
..... 46rbid. 
. ~ . 4?co~ission ~n Mathematics, Progiam for College 
\ .· . . Preparatory Mathematics· (New York1 College Entrance Examin-
. a1Jion Board·, 1959), pp. · 22• 23. 
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.. reaso~ing.4B 
With som~ reservation~, the thi:-ee objectiyes put 
. ' . 
forward by the Commission have received widespread accept- ' 
ance up to the P.r~sen~ .da; •· · Fawc.ett ~-49 cl ting a ·.carefu_l . 
review of li~erature related to school geometry, cQncluded ' 
' . . . . 
' ' 
that in the f"irst tWo _objectives the Commi~sion was undoubt-
.... 
;edly refJ.ecting 'the position of the "Profession.- The third, 
. . . 
however, he.· que~tioned, since . " ••• provision of ··opportuni":' 
. . • . t. ~ . . - . 
ties fpr original and .creative thinking is not" a function of 
the subject, but· the responsibility of the t~acher." 
. . 
r . 
·. All:endoe;fet5° was in ge~eral agreeme~t. wi~h :these 
.. o ,P I o 
., ·objectives but suggested. that .two more sh~uld ~be added. ·He . 
• ~ J 
included (i) integration of ' geometric ~deas with. other parts 
. . e . • . 
of " mathemat~cs, and (ii) an .understanding of the basi~ -~aets 
' : 
· about geometric -transformations. 
' . 
., . 
·Adler51 ·called attention .t6'goals of -geometry t~at' 
0 ' 
. . 
. put 'less · emphas~s on dedu<?tive reasoning.: He listed the 
. ' 
following as being the m9st significant_· goals ot geometry• · 
.( i>" exploration of relationships among geometric. facts pre- · 
. ' ' . 
viou.sly learned, . ( ii) introduction t~ ·the role of transfor-
. . . 
mations of space in the study .of geom~try• (iii) master~ of · · . 
I . 
48Ibid. · 
. . .. ~ 
•' 
-· 
. · 491htrold B: Fawcett, "The- Geometric 1 t i.nuum," The ·· 
Mathematics Teacher, LXIII (May, 1970), .44. · ~ 
. . " · so~arl B.' Ailendoerfer, "The Dilemma n deom~t~," 
· The Mathematics Teacher, LXII (March, , 1969)., · 165. 
• 0 p • 
·. 51Irvi~g Adler, "What Shall We 'Teach in Hl gh ·School - · ·.· 
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27 . ' ·, 
', 
. a .. varie"t(y of techniques, (iv) development of critical think-
. ingr and .(v) development o~ ap understartding-of the nature 
I ' 
o~ a mathematical model. Although he cited many good . 
reasons for stres~ing axio~tic-deductive r~~soning in. the 
tenth ~ade; Adler. contended that "·•· unfortunately, during 
' . . 
. xhe last decade there has been a tendency to .stress deduct- . 
• ~ " • • • • j\ 
ive reasoning more·and more while -the need for it has become 
·less and l~s~."52 ' 
.. 
_F,ehr, 53 ·too, recently cautioned' again~t over-
stz.'essing iogical reasoning in geo~~"try when he stated.• "We 
shou~d~npt· id~ntify geometric _th;nking with· logical ~hi~ipg, 
~ . for the 1at~~r ~s ·the domain .of all mat~matics .• " : . ~e liste~ ~ 
th~ee primary objec~ivesa .(i) to' k~o~ what ·geometric thinkin~ 
~ . \ ' ' . . 
·._is, what. _it studies, and' how· it devises it~· 'method to do this 
studyr . (ii) to transmit important information about sp~ce1 
.. 
' 
.and ( i.ii )l to dev·elop a high degree of skil). .in geometric 
I "-' . ,. 
problem solving. 
. ' 
One ·-o:r. · the more p·ro~inent aspects of· mathematics · 
• • • • tl 
teaching _in the past ' few years has been the attention given 
. . . 
. -' . 
to struc.tur~ ." Many educators have seen~ the development i~ 
• • • ~ • .. \ ' f 
students of a feeli~g for th~ structure of mathematics as a 
J!iajdr object.fve- to :t>e achieved. R~sskop:rS4 argued• "If we 
'\"'l •', Q 
. ' 
--~-~s~~-rb_i_d-. · 
sjHoward F. Fen~. : "Tha Pre~ent Year- long Course in 
Euclidean Geometry Must. Go·,~ The Mathematics . Teacher, LXV (Febr.uary; 1972), 102. .· · · 
, . - . . \.. 
/ 
_S~yron F. Ros~kopf ;- "Modern Emphases in the· Teaching 
of Geometry," The Mathematics Teacher, ~ L (Ap~il, 1957), . 273. 
I 
' -










wani; to teach secondary: mathematics in a more modern spirit, ' 
then t~ese modern concepts of ·~iofnat-ic structure and.relat-
. ionships. between s·t~ctures must be . reflected in our · . 
. . ,0 
I 
I 
te~ching." On the subJect of structure, Buck;; stateds 
••• the geometry course should be designed to. reveal~ 
rather than to.conceal the st~cture . of the subject. 
For example, a course 'hich introduces postulates .in . 
great gobs, and lumps together all the theorems about · 
parallels, ·'is designed ·for ease ,in memori:;atiori .. rather · 
than · for clearness of understanding. Instfar as possible · · 
'the significance of_postulatee should be explored and the 
. theorems ·shouid ·'tie grouped according to the ·.assumption 
·under which they ·are proved. · 
. ; -
Butler e~ al56 ~a~ emphasis. of structure as the main object-
ive of geometry1 · 
••• the course will aim 'mainly at giving the students 
deeper insights into how geometry ·may be structuredr how 
a large body of geometric ... facts and relations can be. ~: 
.made to · grow by logical processes ;from a few simple ·. · 
statement~ made at the outset. · · ~ 
This implies that th~ student~ gain some feeling for the 
' : 
·meaning of implication an·d . for the roles of tindef.ined terms; 
. . 
definitions, postulates and theorems' in the d~ductive process. 
. . . I ,; . 
\ .. ' ) . ~ 
It ~1so implies that geometry teachers · sh~uld emphasize 
I 
elements· of mathematical struct,ure that are found not only in . 
~eometiy but are also common to other branches of mathematids.57 
55charles Buck, ."What Should High School Geometry 
Be?" The Mathematics Teacher, LXI (May, 1968), 469. 
" 
,.- <6charles H • ..Butler,· F. L·. Wren and ·J •. H. · Banks, The 
Teaching of Secondary School·,Mathematics {5th ed.' New York a 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1970), :P• 390. 
. . 
.,. 
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. . . 
· Gradual, but continual change has mark~d the. object-
l iyes of deductive geometry 'i~he secondary' school.· 
. ' . 
In 
general terms this change ·could almost ·be considered as a 
. . 
'variation'_in . relati~e itnp~rifance of practical and inteil~ct~ c_ 
n . 
ital objectives·. In the_· early part of the pi-esent century the 
( . 
. . 
'primary _aims were basically utilitarian and many felt that _ . 
geometry _diecipli~ed and t'raitt:'ned ·the 'mind _to think logically · 
'• . . . 
in other areas. · Al tho1:1gh the eory of ·mental discipline · 
gradually lost s~pport, the ·i e~a of 'transfer~ of training to 
. . 
other areas persisted thro':lghou~ the 20's· and JO' s and_ to a 
lesser extent through the 4o•·a and 50-, a·. 
. . " 
In recent years the 
. ' a~ms of geometry have evolved to become more mathematical. in 
content. 
. . " . . 
It should be pointed out here t)lat · wh~le. the review 
. 
of' literature has been very wide in scope it is .none the less 
. \ -
.applic9:-ble to the New:roundland geometry curriculum. In 
4 
. . . 
geomet.ry' as in all of mathematics, this, .. province .h~s· beet:l a 
part · of the North ·Americal_l trend in curriculum · development 
. . 
over the~ ~ past two ' d.ecades. w The subject matter pres'ently 
· taugl)t here,· as elsewhere, reflects the reform movement of the 
.; 60's and the work of t .he Va.rious study groups of that ' time~ 
This does not ln any sense imply ··that ·the study is universal 
in nature since schools and teachers and a variety of other/ 
. I 
-parochial factors are unique to one particular area~ Thus 
. - . . 
- ~ . ' 
any conclusions- drawn would have t ·o· be . restricted· to the area 
under study. 
I' 
. . ' 
II 
.. '• 
... ... . ' 
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CHAPTE~ Ill · 
' • t • 
· ·. INSTRuMENT CONSTRUCTION .AND· THE GROUPS STUntED · · . • 
!~ _ Chapter I it ~as proposed to a~sw~r questionJ 
·co~~e~ing ·how two ~roups of ~ndividuals perceived the · 
objectives of de~uctive geometry, In ord~r- to answer these· 
•,; 
questions an ins~rumept was coinstrUcted which consisted of 
-a list of objectives · a~p. this w~s used to obt~_in_ i~fo~tion 
. ... ' ' 
. f~om ~themat·~~ e"du'catot;s ~n · seiected univet-s~t_ies and from 
g_eometry . teachers ·in s~cqndarf'. sch~ols t~r~ughout_ .~he · 
province _of Newfoundland. ' · I 
. , ... 
. . 
This" chapter ·gives a desc!iption of how the final 
list o·r objectives' was obtained, how .the-· sample was s.e1~qted 
. . . 
.. and how the s~rvey of ~teachers and mathematics educators was 
carril_d out. 
~ 
c·ONSTRUCTING ·THE I;NSTRUMENT ... . . 
'·.·· · •' 
· ·The Initial Form 
.... "·' 
The literature pertinent ·to . the obje·ctives. ·of 
deductive geometry was surveyed and analyzed • . This ~alysis 
. \ 
served to provide a f_ramework of general · categories· within · 
. . . 
. . which· to set the more spe.cific go~ls of instruction.· These 
g'eneral categories are' ones that have . rec'eived varying . . . 
' l d 
emp~sis at !different p_eriods of . t?-me :.in th:e teachin_g __ o_f 
deductive geom~try _and. thus ·t~ey proyided a satisfact~ry 
·I· ... .. . 30 . .... \ . 
' . . ....,-. 
'· ' ,• · .·· 
, ' . . '. ' 
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basis 'for enumerating the possible objective·~· · of· deductive · 
~eometry at th~ present time •. The fou~ categories weret 
. ~ 
L. The ·ba'sic · t~rms and. manipulative · skills of · 
~eductive geometry. ·(By ~nip.ulative skills is m~ant . the 
. . . . 
ability to use geometric instruments in making ·simple . . 
drawings.-) 
'. 
2. The structure of deductive geometry. 
' 
· 3. Proofs in deductive geometry. 
) · 0 1 , .,. · · 4. Appl~cations of d~ductive geomet~y_. both 
. . ' () 
practi.cal and to other areas of mathematics. 
. ~ 
Using· th'e categories · stated abov:e and by analyzing ·a . 
.,. _ ' I' 
'selection _of current ·textbopks on. deductive .geometrY., a :" 
• • ~ - ' .' ' • ~ ~ , • 1., "' • .. o : • 4 
comprehensive list of behavioral c;>bjecti vee · was prepa:r;ed. 
The criteria us~d in writing the_s ·e . objectives .were'• -
1 
' . 
0 . , o 
That ~hey be expressed in terms of pehavior 
•, 
' ~ .. 
eK-pected frdm the student ra:ther. thari oriented· toward the· 
q ' ... , • ;c> 
teacher.. In o:the:r words ~ they expressed what the. student 
. ' 
should be able to do,o after ~;udying d.eciuctive geometry . 
rath~r than what the tea.cher sliould ·teach in a particular· , 
• ' • r'> 0 .0 
course.- , . 
. 2 .. 
. ' 
infer. the desired 'behf:ivior e_xpected o{ .. the stuae:nt~ o : 
0 • 
I ~ •' ' 
· .The latter criterion presente.d one ·o-bvious problem~. ·· 
1 • ' . • ., ' •I 0 
. - ,. ~ - "' , . . . 
that .o_f _:i>aiancing the level. ~f genera,li ty of : ea:ch i ~eni wi th 
.· 
• 0 
the de~ir_ed length of t~e · l 'lst..' · . I.~ w~s·· int~n9~~- to make .;the. ,, 
. _;• . . "' • list comprehensive · yet the nature ·of'. ·the study· res~ricted -..:.. 
.. 
its length. An effort was made, ther.efore, to establish ·· a: 
.. 
0 
t C ' I. ' 
. -
.. ,! .~ ' I I ol 
... . ' ' 
·: ·~ /~~~ ~;;:L · ::r.~~ .·~~;i~,. ~::.~;< ; . : ·:·· ,::, :'_ ,/\~\ .... ·. :.'~ .... ·: ;. ·.· ·. ~- .. 
· ::. · · · .- _.r-HV?:t::~f tli~ i·:~' Jt~~r::/: t ;·:.\ ~ ·;' ~ ;,·.~:.:.:· , ..? .' ·. , ·., " 
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~ ... • 0 
level of generality ~hich· would ' preserve meaning arrd ' avoid • · 
' • • . . . • ~p l 
ambigui ~Y: as muc~ as .possible, and at the same time ey{·BUre a 
r 
degree of compactness. It was r~cogniz~d that efforts in 
•' . 
I . 
this direction could never be totally ·.successful as 
. ' .. I . . . .. . . 
, r 
differ~nt level~ of meaning are attached to many·. words ~Y · 
diffe~ent indivld.uale. . To facili tat~. dtarity as much as 
. . . 
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·o 
objectives· • . 
•' . 
.. ·A prellminary li'st . of . veif: speci:rlc obj.ect~ ves · 
. . . . ', 
. · contained· seventy-eight· i terns. After careful. stu~y the list 
., . 
- , • • 4 . 
, was found to contain ·many. repetitions and .many ambiguous· 
;:, " 
. . . 
statements . ~ich necessitated the elimination of s~veral 
1 terns.· In addition it was found thfl, t by ~a ising the leve :t ·. 
. . . 
. . ~ : . . ... . . . . . . . : .. ,~· 
· ·of . generality slightly, as many ·as three i terns could· som·e t: · 
. . . . . . ·. ; 
times be cQmbined into one • The ·initial . e~i ting .~roduced ·. a 
list of thirty-five possible objectives of deductive 
·:. 1 . • 
. 
geometry. · ' 
. , , 
"· 
It ·ishould be pointed out · that it was not intended ·. 
<,. . . . . 1 0 ' ··~ • • • 
that all .of these objeC?tives be necessarily the best or most · · 
0 
,. 
desirable ones. Rather it~as ·intended that th~y should be 
. . . 
' ~ .. 
a -reflection of what is "impiied ·in · .. th~ lite:r;ature as being 
' .. . . . : . ' . ~. 
the goals of instrUction ·of dequctiv& geomet~ held by 
secondary eschool 
. . . 
. . 
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teachers~ and other educator~· .at dif"fererit 
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.. . 
. . .. . 
of objectives;·· together · with ·a · 
• r' f/1' I • ' 
. • . . 1 
f ve point scale· of -importance was submitted _to a 
.. 
. ... , . 
' proposed 
. . . .. ' . . 
-panel· of mathematics educators at Memoria1 University for·, · 
.. •::" • I 
. 
validation. They ~ere . asked to coriunen:f;., if necessar~, on· 
... the following a . 
' 1. ·comprehensiveness 
.. · omi~ted? 
Have important it~m~ be~n 
• 0 
2. Compactness - ,Can ~ome ~t~ms just~fiably be 
: < "": 
. . 
omitted? Should th~y be shortened? Should ~ twp or ··more 
• !l'l 
objectives be ·combined? 
, 
~ 
3. Clarity - Are the basic meani.ngs cl~ar? How can' 
• • 0 • • • .. '·· •• 
. .. 
. . 
,·_ ,. clarity be. : impro':~d? . · ,• 
· .. 4. Instructions accompanying ·~he in~~me.n~ - ·Do 
the· ~strtiction·s · 'cle·arly).~dicate w~·t'- is re~uired? 
. The in~ividual~ :.contac.:ted felt that. ve.ry 'fe~ 7h~ge~ 
were l).ecessa~y ·in the ~n~tial ·~li~t. The · changes · tha~ ~er~ ~- .. -~ 





made resul t'ed. from .qu,es11ions about the m_eaning of certain / .•. . :, 
. .. objectives or . obje~tion~ to cert~in word~ ~o~ - ~hrases within·.:: _· ·•j · · · .. 
f • • .• . . j . 
~bject~ves, - and the misuse of · exampl~s to . illu-strate th~ 
. ~ . ~ 
meanings of . cer~~n item~. 
. ·~ 
. ~ \ -
The final list· of objectives consisted of' .thi_rty-fi « 
~ . . ~ . . . 
. st~teme~ts 't ,9 be ~valuated • . The . fil)al li.st of objectives, 
. . 
together ~i th the instructions and recording sheet . can b'e 
• • ' \, t • • ' \ • 
.. 
. ·. 
found in Ap;ptmdlx ~A •. · ... 
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Final Form o.f -'the' ·.Instrument··. . 
"' . 
··:. ,.. .. ··. Each of th'e thirty-five objectives in the finai li.'st 
• ~ 11 • • .. ~ .., ' 
was · rep~oduced ~y off~se~ printing process on a 2 X 4n card. 
. ' , 
Cards wer~ used r.ather than booklet form because in the · . 
• : • ~ • • • • • • (J .u •• 
. . . 
. • :
0 
rating pr~cess they would all~w ·maximu_m f~exib.ili ty on · the 
~~~ of the subje9ts by providing ·t~e option of changing an 
. 
fnitial rating., The grovps und~r study were as~ed to mak~ · 
: ('! ~e of this p~rtic~lar feature ~f the instrument _ by ·arrangi~g : 
. ~ . . . -
~~ . 
. the' cards ~nto groups and·ensuring .th~~ the final arrange- . ~ 
·: ment r_eally reflected their thinking on deduct-ive geometry. 
I 
Only then would the ~rr~ngement be recorded on the ~ecording 
., , 
She~t. 0 ' 
I ;. 0' • In., sumrnary, the instrument consisted of thirty-;five 
• u 0 • 
obJjectives of deductive· geometry each on a separate card, 
' . ' . 
. . 
together with~ app~opriate instructiplfs and .a r~c_ording .sheet·. 
~· 
THE GRO~PS STUDIED 
Two groups of individuals were identified for· use in 
- " the: study. These· were mathematics educators in selected ' 
universities and geometry teachers in se~ondary schools in 
~ 
· ·Newfoundland, ·· 
~ The list of mathematics educators numbered 25 and 
~. --...._w~re . a~bitr~rily s~cted from · universities in_.Canada and 
~- ~he United ·States. 
Geometry· teachers were obtained by ·randomly sel~cting 
schools in Newf~undland and using inf~rmatlon obtained from 





'I " . . .. 
. 
. ,.::;:. . ']_/--..- 35 
of the geometry teacher or teacher~ i~ · e~ch ~chool. 1 dnly 
teachers of Grades Nine 'or Ten geometry were used in the 
· study since~i t is in these courses that deducti / e processe .. s, ~ 
a+e most empijasized2. The. roster of " geometry .te~h. e r~ 
numbered 6(}. \ 
' Packets containing the· objective cards, instructions . 
and \rec?rding s~~et, together with a covering letter were 
mailed to teachers ~n late October, 1972, and to mathematics 
, -e.ducat"ors in December, 1972. For both groups follow-up .. · 
. ... . .. ~tar-~ were necessary and t~ese were sent approx~~tely one 
month after the original inquiry. Copies · of all letters to 
b~th gtoups, together with the names of universities ·-
contacted, are found in Appendix B. 
J • • • 
A ~eliability st~dy was carried out on one of the 
.. 
---~ .---- -- - -- ~ ·r 
two groups under studyJ namely, the geometry teachers. It 
was assumed that relia~~i~ty in the group of mathematics 
educators would be at least as high as ~for this group. The 
. ,-' 
I 
reliability was determined by administering the instrument a 
. • . 
. 
. sec.ond time to a subgroup of the origipal samp~e. The time : 
laps~ between the first and second survey was approximately 
2 months. 
laove~ent of Newfoundland a~d Labrador, ~ 
Newfoundland and Labrador Schools Director 1 2- , 
· St. John'sa Government of Newfoundland and Labrador, l972). 
2 . ' Newfoundland and Labrarlor Department of Education, 
Programme of ·Studies, 1972-73. 'Grade I-XI, _ (St. John'sr 
Governm~nt of Newfoundland and Labrador, 1972) ; p. 38. 







ANALYSIS OF DATA <. 
, 
·The chapter which follows· gives ~'description of how 
'the ·data gathered .from_geometry te~chers and 'mathem~tics 
educators was analyzed. The analysis was· done primarily . w~~h 
. . ~ . 
' a view to examining the extent of agree~ent between the two 
g~oups •. ., To Jccomplis~ . th~s, m~an ratings of importance were 
calculated for each item as perceived by each group. These 
. " 
were.used to rank th~ 35 items in order of importance for 
• 
each group. .Comparisons were made between groups .to 
0 • 
det.ermine whethe:r;- or not agreement existed on the important· ·. 

























RESULTS OF THE ·STUDY 
.c.hapt.er III described how an 'instrument waet 
~ c~nst~cted to determi~e pow . differen~ ' individuals perqeive 
' ' • • • I 
\: the ·objectives of d~ductive geometry. · It also describe'd how 
•\ ; "' • ft i • , • .. · I 
r ' ~ ' ..; • 
that instrument was useg in· a small survey on two groups of 
' 
. . . 
people closely c.onnected ·with . the teachifl:g of deductive 
-geometry in ·the· secondary school. This chapter ·'o'i..rtlines the 
\ 
:-results of th.~t survey an<i presents answers to tne questions 
. -
I 
posed in Chapter' '!. / -!_ 
RESPONSE "TO TH&·SURVEY . 
A total of 85 inquiries were diStribut.ed and 63 .(74 ~-
' \ I . 
. percent). useable responses 'wer.e obt.ained and used fn' the 
. ' . . . .. . . . 1 
· calculations. These were ·?roken Aown. fairly evenly on a · 
percentage'basis bet~en the .two ·groups as illustrated in the 
I ~ . 
table . below .. \ . 
. \ ·· Tab~e 1 " 
~esp~nse to the Survey . 
Group. ' . Number•of Number of · Percent , ·' '•, 




Mathematics Educators 25 19 76 
• 
. . : 
·~eometry Teachers 60 . 44 73 
. . 
' 
. ~ 't . .. -...· 
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TREATMENT OF' RESPONSES . 
( . 
. • . 
Each indi~idual who respondbd. to th~. inquiry was· 
,., 
asked to rate each of the thirty-fiv~ objectives on a five 
'• 
point.scaie of lmp~rtanc~. · Rating "1" indicated that t~ 
objective 'w~s considered extremely impcirtant, rat,ing "5" 
indJated unimportance.,r and ~t~e· other three ratings 
represented unspecified intermediat'e points along the 
I 
continuum •. Respotidents wer~ · info~ed that there, was no . 
limit ' on the 'number of iteins tha~ they bould pla~e ·i~ an'y 
. .. 
one r~ting-category. (See Appendix~). 
. ' , ' 
'¥ . 
Results o~ teacher. 
-, 
.. and educator ra-tings ar~ shown ·in· ·Tables 2 and 3 respectively • 
·> .· . .r 
/. 
. . . 
As indicated in Table 1, the· size of the sample in · 
both the group of mathematics educators and geometry 
teachers was limited·. This was ci.ojle be:~ause. ·a _ major p_ortion 
. . 
. . 
-of the study was devoted to con~tructing the instrumen~ and 
' • • Q 
that necessitated .limiting_ the sco.pe of .the survey which .f ; 
t 
followed, Because of ·the · sample size no attempt was made · to 
: , . ' l -. ' . . 
· do an exten~e analysis of the data gathered. Rath~r,very 
t , .., ' , , , I 1 .l -
• r 
general trends only w.ere p;ointed out and used to draw 
. . 
implications _and make sugge_sti~ns for further study. . (See 
• 
:chapter V·) • 
' 
The d.ata gathered was analyzed with a view to 
0 
' . , 
determining the extent to which there was · agreement between·. 
groups on the impo~tan.t .. and non.:.import~t items.· To study· 
. ' 
the objectiv~s· which were rated as important and. non~impor-
' 
tant ·the ~ean rating and ·rank ~or each -item was determined 
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' Results of F;ducator Ratings ~ - . · . . ' . 
Item Distribution 
1 2 I ) ,- 4 
' 
5. 
1 3 7 
,. 
3 4 - 2 
2 3 5 ... 4 3 4 
3 2 7 4 · 3 3 
4 3 { . 6 4 5 .1 
5 5 7 4 4 0 ' 0 .- r • • 6 3 8 4 0 
7 3 • . 60 l 5 2 ' 
··y : 8 3 I 5 3. 7 1 
9 0 • .. ··-s. 1 ' 1 . 2 0 1~5 ·. 
. 10 4 2 9 J ·1 
11 12 . 
. ~ - 2' Q. 0 
.. 12 13 ° 1 0 01 . ' 
1J e· :5 ·. 3 3 0 
14 il.2 3 1 3 · 0 
"1.5 5 · ,,- 3 9 2 0 
1. 16 ' 2, o· 5 7 s· '. 17 5 7 3 2 2 ' . ' 
18 0 0 3 5 11 
19 8· 6 • 
.3 2 ·o 
. . \ j 
' '20 .l 4 7 7 0 10 ___:.__.__ , I 
21 J 'b 5 · ~ J 
. .' 22 
.2 ..6 . . 7 0 \ 
~~ I 2 6 5 4' . 2 . 3 6 6 2 2 
"' 
25 11 2 4 1 1 
26 . ,11 ' - 6 .· 1 i Q 0 
27 I , ·4' 5 7 2 1 
28 7' . 4 4 3 1 
- ·29 .5 8 4 2 0 
30 . ·I 4 ., 3 .5 6 
31 ~ ' 11 t 2 . 4 .' 2 . . 0. 
32'· ~ r . . 3 6 2 7 .. 
" 33 
,. - (4 4 7 . 3 - 1 , 
J4 5 6 6 2 . . 0· 
... 
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for 'each of th~ - ~wo groups.· · These res~lts .made .it possible 
. \ 
.. • ' 11 
to examin~· . what type Of ~tem · was rat~d Very high and very 1·ow 
·by each group, and to ~hat·extent there was agreement ·on 
' ,, ' " ._, 
these items between -the two groups. 
RELIABILITY 
. . 
As stated previously .{Chapter,III) a reli~bility 
' . ..., 
study was condu·cted on the group of _geometry teachers.· A 
. ' 
.subgroup of 12 teache~s - was : asked to evaluate the objective 
: ' , .. . 
items a second ·time, ~q months after the first · i~qui~y •. : 
. . 
· r . , # . • 
The c~~relatiop coefficient between first and second ratings 
. . . . . ' ': 
. was caa.-culate~ for each .of the 1'2 respondents, · These were 
·. transformed using Fisher's - ~ .and ·the l!'ean .obtained. The 
me_an was th'Em transfctmed back to give a reliability 
. . 
J. 
. . . ~ 
coeffic1ent of .• 79 ... . 
• EXTENT OF AGRE~NT BETWEEN GROUPS . \ 
' . 
,· 
. - ' . \ To gain some insight· into the extent to which "agree• 
. ' ' • . 
men~ existed between the .two groups mean ratings were 
. \ 
calculated -and used to .rank each ,of the 35 . it~ms. Table 4 . 
pre~en~s the mean ratings and the rank of each 'item for each 
of the groups under study. 
Since the items were ra~ed o~ a 5 point scale of · ~ 
.. 
• • ' • "' ' I 
importance 'with 1 being the most ~mportan~ and 5 being the · . 
. ~ . I ....._ 
least important, the ~terns · could ?e graded as fo'l:lows 1 _
1 
I-t:;ems wi.th mean rat'ing 1 - 2 •••• !'.Important ~ 
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' Mean RajJ.ngs and Ranks 
Teachers • · Educators 
Mean Rank Mean Ran~ 
.... Rating Ra:t;ing " . I 
1. 68 \\ * 2 2. ?~ . 21= 
2.54 -19 :J.O 29 
2.02 10 ' 2.61 27 
2.31 ~ 16 2.73 21= 
·:· 1.93 
/ 
• 5= 2.26 ·1o= 
i.oo ·s 2.47 16 
2.20 .' 1} 2.84 25 
2.29 15 2·.89 27 ).97 34 4.63 3.5 ).34 JO 2~73 2J 2.·oo . 8 ' . 1.47 . . 1 
.2~00 ' s· '· 1.52 2 
2.56 21 2.05 8 
2.38 . . ' 17 ·. 1.7J ' 4 
1.90. . 4 - 2.42' 14= . ). 65· Jv ,. ). 68 ·32 ).04 26 2.42 ldJ.= 
4.11 3 . 4.42 34 ).04 26 ·1.94 ·7 -.. 
1.93 s= 2.31 12=· 
·1.81 J · 2.?8 , 24 -
.).04 26 2.68 19= 




' 2.61 i4 1.89 
,. 6 
r 2.22 . 1.57 I 3 
. ' 3.06 28 2.52 . 17 ·' 
2.75 24 . 2. 31 .12= 
. 2.56 .21 ' 2.15 9 ).13 29 ) • .57 Jo= ·.: 
2.45 18- \ 1.84 5 
' 3.84 33 
' 
j.57 . J.o::: 
1.:;2 ... ~ 1 -2.63 . 18 
2.11 .'·12 ·2.26 lp= .. ~ 
2_.56 21 ).84 . JJ 
. . ... 
' • 
.. 









Items with. mean ~ating 2.5 
Items · with mean ratlng J. 5 
ttems with mean .rating 4 - 5 
3.5 •• Neutral 
4 I e. I 
,. 
e • • I • I 
Trend toward non-importance 
Non- important_ 
" . ·& 
. As a justification of .this classification. it must be 
. . . 
pointed out that i:f the items had been rate'd randomly a 
/norma~ distributio·~ would be expecte~ to ~esul~ ~wit~ .a me~ 
4 
rating of J • . ·Thus_ th~ probability is very low tha:t a random_. 
' . 
·. distribution would yield a mean rating of 2 or less, or of 4 
- . 
. or more. Indeed, a ~tudy of· Table 2 would reveal that for 
those items which had a mean rating. of 2 o~ .l~s (importa _t 
range ) .a minimum of 70 percent of the teachers and 
~ of ~~ ~ducators placed the items ·in the first _ o 
. 
, 
of the rating scale. For the items which ·had mean ratings in 
the non-important range (4- d) a minimum of 7S .percent of 
. I - . 
. -
the teachers and 84 percent of the educators plac~d the items 
in the ' last ' two cat·egories of the rating . scale: 
. . Using tlfe .abo~e clas~ificati<?n· it can be_ observed 
,,.... . : . 
from Table .4 that jery few of the items were rated as non-
" < I -
im~o~t~nt b; dither ~o~p. In the group of geometry teachers 
~ f , · ,. 
only item 18 -' Without . using_referen~es rep~opuce a complete 
proof of 'Pythagoras. Theorem - was considered non-'important • . 
. ' . ' 
In the grou~ 'of -mathematics edu~ato~s item 18 again _and item 
t ' . • . 
~ . ~ 
9 - Make nea~ drawings to represent thfAe dimensional: f'igu~es- · {~-
~ell into th~ same categ~r~. Bot~ the ·~on-imp~rtant and the 
' trenQ toward non-important ranges combined contai~ed only '5 
. . 

















•' 8 44 ~ 
0 
. · Geometry teachers rateq· 9 items (1, 5, 6, 'li, · 12, , ~.5, 
. ,-
20, 21; 23) ln the .important range as· compared to 7 items · 
(11, 12,_ 14, 19-, 25, 2.6~ Jl}. by ' the. other group. Altogethe{) .. · 
OUt .. Of . the·· 35 i.tems evalua~ed, geometry teachers COrtSidered 
18 i~ems to b•~e~the~'irnportant or tend toward- importance, 
I r ' 
while the. - c ·o~arable num.be;r for mathematics educators was 16. · 
Group C~rnparison on Items 
" 
. -
. The degre·e of agreement between groups · can be 
. ' 
illustrated by compar~ng the items _ r~nked at· both ends.of. the 
. . -
. scale. A comparison of those items occupying the· middle 
t. 
ra\s. would not " be niearlingful s~nce " the. neutral ra~it:lg has . 
emer~ed in some cases from a di~agreement within .groups, ~ith, 
some rating the item high,' others low. hence the mean in the 
centre, I and · in other cas~s . from . widespread. neutral -~'atings on . 
the part of in~ivid~als within' a group. : 
Tables · 5 and 6. show the items occupying .the ~pper - 10 
ranks for each of the groups concerned and the comparable 
A . • . . 
ranks of the same· i terns for the other group. . Comparing 
. . . I 
~ . 
Table's .5 and 6 it can be read~ly observ~d· that in ~he -upper: 
I ', 
extreme range,. for example ranks 1 to 5, there are no items 
. . . 
in .common whatsoe~er. Even in the first 10 ranks. only. three 
- ~terns _ - I_tem .5• ·st~te _a set of conditions 'under which two or 
- ~ : mo~e triangles are congruentL . Item 11• Make reasonable 
con-jectures 1· ·and Item 12• Recognize false assum~tions - are 
', • • • • • • • • • 1'). .. • 
co~on· to both tabl~s as havlng· been rank~d 1n the upper 10 
' 
-by both groups. - Ther·e did n~t~ therefore, . se~m t_~. be· any. 
. ·"' ···" 
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Table 5 
Analysis of Items R·anked Highest by Teachers 
Rank 
.3 
Item as Rated by Teachers 
. ·• * 33 - Apply geometry in real~life 
1 Define basic geome~ric terms 
21 - Provide complete pfoofs 
. 4... 15 J~stify ·simple ' conclusions 





" _2Q~G~ve reasons f9r steps in proofs 
6 ·- Conditions ·of triangle similarity 
... 
11 - Make -reasonable conjectures 
9 . 12. - Recognize false assumptions· 
·10 . .· 3 - Perform basic constructions 
Comparable R~nk 
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Table 6 




·, Rank Item as Rated by Educators · . Qomparable Rank · 





1 il· - Make reasonable :conjectures* 
2' · 12 - Recognize fals·9' assumption,s 




1~ Draw conclusions from statement~ 
• 
. \ 
31 - Describe ·.the structure of geometry 
25 - Iden~ify errQneous. statements 
7 .· 19.- .Di~prove simple propositions . 
· 8 . 13.- Dist!nguish betwe~n inductive Etnd 
deductive proof . 




? .. - Condi tiona of triangle congru~ncy 
















*For complete statement of items see Appendix A~ 
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signifie~nt. agi-eement between t~e two -group~ on. the ~ore 
I 
·important objectives of ded~ctive ·geometry. 
.P· 
.. 
At -the other end of' the ' scale, ' however, a somewhat 
. 
. . 
. di'fferent result. wa~ apparent-; 'rabl:e . 7 ahows the 5 i terns 
47 · 
rated" by teachers in· 'the non-important or -trend toward non-· 0 
' • .. 0 . • 
if!lportance range al')d the .·cQrreap'ondi":lg 
. ... 
items fbr educators • 
. . 
. . 
·From Table 7· it can be observed· that -in th~ bottom 5 ranks" 
• • (J \J ' 
. . ·_-~-.:.there was ~E!;-y strong ~greement, w~ th 4 .items .( 9 ~ 1·6, .18,. 32) 
. . ~ "'. . ' . . 
being placed there by -both groups~ The only exceptions were 
. 
'".-.· items 23 a!ld' 35. Item 23 which was r.anki.d · 31 by t~hers was 
' ranked' 27 by educators. IteJll 35 which _ was r~ed ~ by __ 
. .
. -educators was ranked -21 by teachers. · 
. . . '• i 
• 0 
It wo:uld .seem then, _in _summing up _this section, · t .hat 
• ~ • I; 
the two ·groups 'were in basic agreement on picking out t~ose 
. .. . . . 
·objectiVefl that are -superfluous ·to a deduc:tive geometry I 
.... • . .. gfl ' • • • ; tl 
course out co~ld not agree· on ·selecting the. 9bje?ti¥es which 
§ . - f 
·should -be emphasize9 most in such a course. 
. . ' 
· . ... 
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ANALYSiP OF -TRENDS AND' SELECTED. ITEMS 
. ' . 
In examining the objectives as they were evaluated 
.. 
by the two gr<;>ups under s.tudy a ~ew trends oecame apparent, 
the first of these being probably the most important • . 
) 
. I 
1. Although no attempt was made to classii"y the 
' 
... 
object~ves _ taxonomically·, there is some evidence t_o suggest 
' . 
that teachers hav_e placed mot-e emphasis on those ·i terns which 
. I • 
are on the· lowe~ levels of the taxon.omy1 and mathematics 
educators have s·tressed those i terns which ar'e at higlier 
, ·levels. In the upper ranked items teachers hav~ included 
. . . 
many of_ the objectives stressing the basic geometric terms 
and manipulati ~e skills (Items l-9) • . These ob j ectives 
. . ' .. ' ... ( _/" 
involve.only the recall of previously learned material and 
as such occupy a low taxonomic level. On the other hand, 
~ . . 
~ most of the objectives assigned to the upper ranks by 
'. 
educators are .those that refer to some facet of proof and as 
such generally re~resent a high~r intellectual level. 
. . 
Table 8 shows .a breakdown by categories (Chapter III) 
~f the 16 items rated.by educators· in the ~ange of importance 
' or trend toward importance and ~he corresp~nding items by 
.. 
geometry teachers. There it can be seen that 13 of these 
items as ranked by educators r~fer to deductive proof. (4 of 
the .5 ·'proof' · ·objectives exc. uded emphasi~e rote memorization 
' 
and .as such are on a low nomic level. ) In· ·comparison . the _. 
I . 
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Table 8 
. . ·. * Categor~es ' of Upper Ranke~ Ifem·s 
Ranks Category of items 
assign~d by ~ducators 
. Category of items· 
assigned by Tea~hers . ~ 
.1' 1 p • A 
· 2 p B . 
3 · p ..... p 
4 p p 
54 s B 
" 
0 
6 p p · 
7 p B 
8 ·p . p . 
·, ' 
9 . p . ·p . 
10, :a . .B 
.. . 11 A ·, p 
.. 
' 12 . p A 
13 ·p B 
14 P. p . } . 
15 '• ·P B 
. ·. ·16 p B 
. ·. 
· -*Abbreviations of categ~ries ·_ (se·e ··chapter III) a~e· . ~" 
· as follows r . . 
g - ·Basic terins and manipulative 'skills 
s ~- str.u:cttir~ o:f deductj, ve geometry 
: P . Proof · 
, ~ . . ' . . . 
· A Appl;tcat1on_s · 
umbe~ N 
placed 
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table shows that t~e corre~ponding·ranks by ·teachers include 
. only 7 items p~taining to proof, but all except 2 .(Items 2 
. . . 
. I 
. 
. and 9) of those i terns whi~h ref.er -to the basic skills. · Most '. · 
of the basiq skills objectives w%re assigned by educators to 
ranks beldw ~4 (lowe~ one-third]. I../ 
?· As Table-9 indica~es, those items wh~ch stress 
rote ·memorization of theorems we'r.e ranked very. low-' by both 
groups • . This·-:'is particularly· sil91ificant as far as the 1 
teachers . gro~-~.fs concerned since the traditional c.ri ti7i.s~ : . 
of the teaching of deductive' geometry ·in the secondar~ sch~ol 
has been the over emphasis on memorizing theorems. 2 . Item 16£ ' . 
' 
Without using references reproduce the complete proof of~y 
, ( . 
theorem after being given a ' reasonable time to st~ay it~ was 
ranke~ ·32 by geometry teachers .• The same trend ~as further (l 
eviderice·d by Item 17 which was ranked 26, Item 23 which was ·< 
ranked }1, and perhaps .most s'ignificantly, Item 18 -Without 
" '!l ~. 
using references reproduce a complete proof of Pythagoras' 
.. 
Thebrem - which was ranked 35, .and so was considered by 
I 
' ' 
·.; geometry teachers to be ·the least importa~t \of all i terns 
.. 
' f . 
ejluated. 
j 3. Teache~s . almost unanimously rated the practical 
application~ of qeductive geometry very highly, resulting :in 
I ' 
·an .overall rank of nirmber. 1 for . that -item.: This is in 
. " 
contrast to the :~ducators ~who agreed t~at.the 'subject is riot 
. ~ 
.· 
. ·. 2R • . E •. M. Wong, "The Status· and Direction of Geometry 
for Teachers" (un:published Doctor's dissertation,. University 
of M~chigan, 1968}, p. 9. . t 
.. I I . . I. . ' . 
. . 
I • 
. - . 
I 
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Table 9 
Ranks o:t:_ Rote Memorizat.i'on Items-
. ,• 
··. Iteir1 and _ D~~cription*· · · 
. I , 
. ,. 
16 Reproduc,e complete theore.ms 
·17- Reproauce outlines of .proofs 
18- Reproduce _complete proof .of 
Pythag<?ras' Theorem , . . 
23 - ~· Reproduce an outline of 
















27 . ( 
• I ~For, co~plete statement 'of · i terns .see Appendix .;A • 
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53 
one of. the· more· imP.o:rtant ones (Table 4). The high rating 
by teachers . i,s in. ,spi te of a lack. of· . emphasis . by -::current 
• I ( • ' 
textbooks (Appendix C) and raises ;some conjecture. on the 
deg.ree to which teachers emphasize in the classroom the c 
objectives they would rate as important •. 
. , 
I • 
. ' . 
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SUMMARY' ·CONCL:USIONS AND IMPLICATJqNS I 
SUMMARY 
·;_ '• 
' I ' . ~ • ' It wa_s 'the purpose _ot· · this study ( 1) to construct an 
instrument for determining _how different individuals 
·. 
perceive the o~jectives of deductive geometryr .and (2) _to 
~ 
determine ho~ concerned groups perceive the objectives of 
. . 
deductive geom~try in the secondary school. .s.om~ ·que~-s 
of the following_ type were to be answered& 
__ 1~ Do geometry teachers and mathematics educators 
agree :on 'the .important ·objectives of deductive_ g~ometry? . 
tJ • I • . . 
2.· Do geometry teachers -and mathematics 'educators 
agree on tHe· non-:-:important objectives of deductive ge~metr~'?· .. 
An, analysis of the literature pertaining to 
. . . 
. deductive ·geometry revealed four ma~n areas of emphasis and 
. a survey of . ~urrent textbooks of the secondary school level 
- -(Appendix C) pr_oduced an initial list ·of :78 ~pecific 
·. objeqtives . · 
1 
The initial list of objectives was edited and 
· revised to ·3·5 items. sug'gestions were elicited from a panel ; . 
of mathematics -educators on comprehe~siveness, co~pactness 
' . 
and ~larity,· as· well as the . instructions accompanying the 
.·. · objectives. The. final form of the instrumen~ consisted of 
· 3~ - possible . ~bjectives · of 'deducti~ geometry _in the 
.. secondary ' school •. 
. ·' 
54 
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The list of 35 objectives, each~~n · a separate c~rd; 
·and ·a· .5 po.int scale for ·rating the import~ce o'f ea~h item 
w~re ~ubmitted by mall :to 85 individ~als identified as being 
members of one of the following gr~upsa 
.. · . ) 
1. Mathematics educators 
·. 2. Geometry tea~he~s 
Replies were o'Qtained from b5 individuals in s€dect'ed •. 
universities in Cana'da and._the United States and in 
se .. condary scho~ls throughout the pro.v~rice o~ N~wfoundland • 
. , Me$1· ratings of importance were computed ·:ror each 
.item as perceived by 1 each group. These were used to rank 
· ~ . ., 
the 35 i terns evaluated in order of im~-ortance ' for each group. 
, ' • • • ' 0 
Comparisons were ~de _ between. groups . to qetermine whether or 
· not agreement ·existed on the important a~d non-i~por~ant 
' ' -items and other general conclusions were drawn. · 
·Limitation ·of the Study· . 
• H , 
As stated previously the .major limitation of the 
, 
s:tudy . wa.s the si.ze of :the sample investigated. This 
permitted only-very general. statistical description of 'the 
. . 
information obtained and. only the most obvious trends and 
conclusions were pointed out. 
. , 
... ~ 
·, . , 
...  1 . . 
CONGLUSIONS · 
_ ·_Wlien t~e two grqups were c,ompare.d on · the· i terns rated 
· : ~o ~~~t im~ortant, there was no agreement. In the items· 
. ~: " . ,,. _, 
assigne.d tti the ~ppe~ ·5 ·ranks there were ·no i terns ·at all 
' • 













common to both groups. In the · upper 10 ranks J i terns only 
appear~d from bo~h groups. 
~hen the two gr~s were compared on the items rated 




the i terns assigned to the bo.ttom 5 ranks there was agreement 
. on 4 out of the . 5. ,_ 
-A br.ie·f analysis of the objectives as rated by both 
. · group.~ found that generally teachers. put more emphasJ.s on 
a· · 'th_ose objectives at the ' lower levels of .t~orto)Jly while 
mathematics e~ucators stressed those items which would 
. 
occupy the higher levels. The major exception to this was 
rote memorization of theorems which was rated very :low by 
. , . 
. teachers as :wellaas ·educators. 
In summary, then, :the major conclusions drawn 1'rom 
the study could be enumerated as ~olldwsa 
1 • . Geometry teachers .in Newfoundland schools aid 
· not~- ·agree w~th mathemat,ics educatgrs -on the important . 
objectives of"deduct;ve geometry. 
' Geometry .teachers in Newfoundland .schools agreed 
with mathematics educators on the non-important .'objective$ 
of · ded':lct_i ve geometry. 
· · ··~ . . Ih general geometry teachers seemed ~o put more 
. . 
, stress on th.ose objectives· which' are -at C3:. low taxonomic level 
_ _!lhil~: mathemat~c~. educators ·stressed those at highe~ levels.'. 






memorization · of' theorems to be- non- ·-
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t • •• 
. 
··-
IMPLICATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
~OR .l'tRTHER STUDY 
- The results of· ·this study: would seem to imply that 
in one pa~ticular area of mat~e~at-ics, deductive geometry; 
any cours~ based ~p~>n the . obj ecti_ves considered important by 
. . 
. . . 
an individual, or by. a . small group o.f liK'e•minded individuals, 
~ ~ 
. . 
wi~l quite possibly lack balance as to the objectives 
perceiv.ed important by other _·groups of individuals. · This 
sug~es~ a possibili~y·for further · inv~stigation on a more . 
. exterlsive level, involving more group's and a wider range of. 
I - ~ ---
. i~~ividuals, Consideratio~ co~ld - be given to includin~ sue~ 
add:i tion~_ groups as · ski_lled people J?.Ot. directly· concern~d · 
with the secon~ary school curriculum : ~uch as scientists, 
- . 
. engineers and mathematicians, se~ondary school -:. stude-ntst 
.· 
par~nts Of secondar~ SChBOl mathematics ·studentss arid 
provinc~al 'curriculum.planning committee. 
This_ .-study_ also po~nts to the need for invest~gating 
the effects of various ex~ernal factors d~ how · geome~ . 
J • • • • ;'}, • 
. teachers view the ol;>jec·tives of ded~ctive ge'o~etr~. Uf?ing 
.. 
. . . . . ~ 
. _. ma~hematics educators _as a basis for comparison, it could 
~e ·d~termined·_ ~f teach~r-e~u~;~~r fgreem~nt was affect~d ~y 
· . the following ·teacher variabl~s 1 number of years of un'i versi ty 
. . . • / · '\ \ i . . ' 
train-lngr number of y~ar:a· or--·-tiiaching experience, the study 
of Euclidean geometry courses at university, and the 
. ' . . . ' . . . . . ... 
, . ' ' . ' .. 
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' ' J?ifferences of opinion between educators and teachers 
as. defined in this study 'may be due t<:r a number of factors, . · 
. . 
incl~ding. lack of knowledge or appt~c~ation of wide varying, 
situations. In ·~y c~se it must be recognized that ~hese · 
individuals occupy positions in their respective· institutions 
. . 
. . 
~here 'they can influence .what is to . be taught in any given 
. . . . ' 
course. This study points to ' the advisability of continued 
' . . \ 
. i . 
c9llaboration among university educato~s and· secondary school 
• 
teacheps, not only in ~reparing inst~uc~ionaJ materials for 
h~gh school geometry and det~rmining the content of . 
mathematics c6urses .for teachers, but. in e~a~ining ·the total 
.. . 
preparation, program for geome'try teachers. Because of his 
. ' 
·· ., dee.p interest. in, and iritima.te knowledge of his own 
. . 
. speci~lized area·,: each· should have a U!lique contribution. to 
. ' . 
' 
make in this determinationy 
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'· FINAL LIST OF OBJECTIVES AND RELATED MATERIAL 
' .. 
List of Objectives 
1. Define the _basic geqmetric terms.~ 
Example a). angie is ·def~n~d as ." •• 
"· ' .. JAil 
.2. Use precise terminology i~ written ~nd oral work. 
Example t Incorrect reference to "line" when "line .· 
segment" is intended. - f) 
J •. Use straightedge. and compas·s ·to perf6rm ·the basic 
·geqmet.ric constructions. · , 
· ·Example: To .construct a. perpendicular line from a. point : 
on the ' line. 
, . 
. , . 
. 4, Differentiate . between the properties of quadrilate'rals. 
: .· "'!' 
.. Example: ·What is the difference be~ween a square and a 
. t 1 ?' 
. re c ang e .. . , . 
. . ~ ·~ .,_ 
., 
.S:. · ·.state. a~· set of conditions under which two or more · 
. . 
.triangles. are · congruent. · 
·E?ample_:f.' Triarlgles are· c~~gruent if' . l ... ... 
. , . 
6 • . -:.stat~ .a set l):f c~~4~tl.o.ri.s ~unde:r which two 
o " ' ' • ~ • I • ' ' • ~!. :,), ".', '., ' ', I ~ ~.~:-~ ~~-:·\'.~ .. ~ • • • 
triangles · ar·~ '·:~im.i;~z:~ ..  ~l! ~:. ?·t .'.' - · . . 
.. . . • " • - ~:. ~ ·:.:~...._..:.1-!_~; . 
Examplet Tri~gl~s ar.e ~imilar if ••• 
or more 
; - . . 
·:. ' .7. State all the conditions upder which two or more · lines 
are parallel. -~. 
_. . ' 
. '• 
Examplet L.ines are paralle~ .if ·~d -, only .if · ••• 
. ·, 
, . 
. , . ! ' .... 










8 • State Pythagora~' · Theorem. I . 
• ..!J, • 
Example1 For any right triangle·, a2 + b 2 :;: . c 2 , where a · 
· ·· and b are rneasure.s · of the legs .artd c ·is the . · 
_measure of the hypotenuse. 
• L' • 
~. 
9• Make neat dr.awings to -represent three dimensional 
. figureE;. 
Examplez Make a neat drawing of a tetrahedron. 
10 •. Write a conditiona;l: ·sentence~- . 
Example a ·If x is greater than y, then y is ·.less than ·-x. 
·11. _Make re~sonable conjectures. 
Example a If AB is the longest side of triangle _A~C, then 
the largest angle is · ••• 
12. Recognize false assu~ptions .. 
· Example r-Assumption~ su'ch as corre~ponding angles ·being· 
· ~con~_ru.ent when lines are not ~rallel • . 
, 
lJ. Distinguish between inductive and ' deductive re~soning. 
. ~· 
Example: The difference between inductive ahd deductive . -:J .. 
reasoning is •. • • -9} 
t. 
' . -'-, 
14, Apply the met}lods of inductive ·and deductive reasoning in ··· 
I . : •. 
order to ~tate 'conclusions .from given $tatements. 
\ -
Example z' Barking dogs do not· bite; · My dog barks. 
What is . the conclu~ion? . 
15. State ·.the def~n.itions, axidrns, and postulates used to 
. 
.. 
' justify a simple · conclusion. 
·Example:- If AB. : CD, show why · 









0 • . 
, .. 
'$ 
. 9' ' 
. ' 
......... 
68 : . 
16. Without using references·, reproduce the ?~mplete pro'of o_~ 
· · any _·theorem after being given .a reasonable .time to study 
it. ' 
. . 
Example 1 Without using .references 
"The sum of the measures 
triangle is 180.-" · " 
write out the proof oft 
of .the angles of a : 
. ' " " . 
l?.'Without using ~eferences, construct an outline . of the 
proof of a particular th~orem. 
" . 
\. . . .... ' 
Example 1 W'i thout giving details, . outl.ine the proof of 
the following •••. 
. . . 
1 . 
. ' 
18. Without ·using ·-refer.ences reproduce a complete proof. of 
. ~ . 
· Pythagoras •·. Theorem. · 
, · 
19. Disprove simple propositions_throu~h the use of counter-
examples, 
~ . 
·Example• Prove that all · equilateral ~ triangles are not 
... - congruen.t. · · · · · · 
20. ·write the reas~ms for·. the various steps in a given PJ:'O_Of 0 
. 
REASON Example• STATEMENT 
· .:rn ~ nv, 1m · = EY ~ ? 
Lc!! ~ ? · .·. ...., ~ABC: DEF . ? 
' . 
21. Provide complete proofs of given statemen~s using 
. . 
de~initions, .axioms, postulates, t~eorems and corol-
·. · laries previously proved. 
ExaJ!lple: 
' . Q , , T Givens-
. . 
QRST. is a Qi!\7 ·· .< parallelogram, RM fi NT . 
R . S 
















22. Prove that· .a compas's and straightedge construction is 
correct~ 
Example' · Write a justification for the construct·ion -of 
- the perpendicular ~isector . of a _segment. 
23.- ·Construct· an outline of .· th~ proof of Pythagoras' Theorem· 
without fi~ling in the,detaiis • 
. 
-24. ·Perform constructions on figures in· order to ·pr:-ove · some~ ,~ 
· conclusion. 
Example a A M · N Givena PM = PN QM=QN Prove a lJI1 = LN 
' ' 
25. Identify. erroneous statements in a giv~n proof. 
·Example I "Identify . such erroneous statement-s as. 
'/::;). A~.C :! ~ DEF" ( SSA) 
. 
26. Without givi~g the proof, illustrate ' and explain the 






With the aid of ·a drawing, ·explain what is . st~ted in the follow~nga If a line fs tangent 
to a circle, then it is perpendicular to' the 
radius at the·point of· tange~cy. · · 
n- ' ' • 
- 0 
27. ~xplain -the vario.us steps in the proof · o·f· Pythagoras' 
0 " 
.Theorem. if given a completed proof. . . . 
. . .. ' 
.. -
' ""', . 
. ' 
.· . 28._ Explain wh~~ome: termS are ·1!ft uridefined in ded(lctive 
. . ~eomet,"W··:I · .. . ·-~~ 
'' 
·' 
Example' 'rhe . term "po'int~ is. left u~de~ined<~_eca.u~e . •• .• ·. 












·. , I 
. :: · 
' . \ 
, . 
·. 
29.: Distinguish between postulates . and theorems • .-
• ~ I r 
. ' • . l 
Examplea · The dlf"ference. between ·a postulate and a 
. · theorem is • • • . · · · · · · 
. 30_. Repro_duce sele-cted postulates. 
Example 1 Wfthout re'fer~ing\ to a book~, · s~ate _'three 
postulates ·c.oncerning lines and planes. · 
. . 
·. 
)1·. Describe the basic struc'ture ot postula.tional geometry. 
Example• Explain the relat~onship between undef.ined· 
· terms, ~ostulates, definitions -and theorems. 
32. State the p~rpose of a lemma • 
. · 
33 • . Na~e some pr~ctical uses for geom~try in .real-life 
s'ituations, · 
· . Ex~mplea Use· Pythagoras' ~heorem .to solye physical 
· · · _ . problems. · · 
. . ' l ~ 
34 . .. ~pply· geometric ideas to o'ther ·areas of mathematics·.· 
. . 
Exampl~: Use deductive methods to-prove that for any 
real _number x, -(-x) : x . · 
~ 
35· _ ~ormulate an answer to the _question• . "Why do I need to 
study_ deductive: geometry?" 
< . • 
. .. 
.. 
2 -.: .. . . . <. -_-._a 
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t . . .. · 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR SORhNG ,OBJECTIVE CARDS .. . 
' . . 
' I .,.· · 
.. ~·Each of the enclosed ca~ds contains ' one wpossible · 
objective of deductive geome.try. You are kindly 'asked ·to 
·. sort ~ the .35 cards into 5 groups, ranging f;rom Group 1, which 
contains what you. feel are the yery important objectives · of. . .. 
· deduct_i ve geometry, to Group "·5 which you feel are the , 
~unimportant objectives. The Groups 2, 3, 4 will thus . · ' 
contain groups of objectives (which are perceived in • ' : . 
decreasing order of importance; In short, Group 1 are the·· 
most. important, . Group_ 2 are ~l-ightly less important, . and so 
on to Group · 5 which are the un~mp~rtant .objectives. · · ·. · 
. . . . 
_ Ple.ase . fee.l free to · place as. many ·.objectives as· y9u 
wish in any ~ne group, as .well as leave any group ~mp~y. 
The idea of placing the ObJectives on. cards was to 
allow you the maximum flexibility ·in changj,ng. your ini t'ial 
ratings. · It is hoped, ·therefore, that you will satisfy 
yourself tnat your final rating really reflects how you 
perceive the objectives . of. deductive ·geornet~y. · 
) ',. l 
J 
When ·you h~ve .so~ted the cards to your satisfaction . 
record the number shown .on each card in the appropriate 
col'-'mn on the Rec'ording Sheet. · · . · 
Please return the Recording ~heet in ·the enclosed . 
. envelop~. ' 
- . . . . . 
. ~ ' 
. · -.Thank you very much ·:fbr you:r;- consideration. · 
. '' 
. . ~ 
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Return Sheet .· 
1,' 
RECORDING SHEET FOR: RATING OF ·OBJECTIVES 
•, 
After you have· sorted the . cards into the five gr~ups 
·place the number on each card in the appropriate column 
, , I 
below. For _example, if y-du place objectives numbered 2, 4; 
6,. 8~ 10 in group 3. ·'then. these numbers should be . recorded " 
in column 3 below. · 
. . ~e rem~~ber th~t a rating of "1" ·indic!ates that 
. 
you consider the .objective to - be very imp~rtantJ a rating of 
'"5" inP.icates unimportance, , Ratings "2", ·"3~, anci. "4" 
. , I. 
· represent point's along the contin~um • 
. . • ' 
VERY' I·MPORTANT . UNI__MPORTANT 
~~ ~ ~ ~------------~------~~L--r~------~~--------~~~-----------
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Letter of V~lidation 
_ .tc::J_ ( ~ ' . . 
.. 
· cQBREsPONDENCE 
• I • 
73 . 
. .. \ 
' .· . 
' ,· 
.. , · . 
. . ' 
. .., 
~ ;, . 
. ·'- . : 
.. - ~ 
'· . 
. . ~ 
· Dear · ,.. · 
----·· 
. . . Encl·osed ,You · will ·:rind· th~ lis~ - o·r· obje:ct~ves, \ · 
instructions and score she-et. which . 1· ·.intend to· use in _my 
. thesis •· "The Objectives of DrductJ,ve Geometry in · Newf:o:un~land -. 
. Secondary Schools as Perceived by Concerned Groups." ~he - . . ·. 
· .purpos~ _o! submitting· this ·.to you is . to ask your assistance 
in the, validation of these objectlves. ·' 
. Concerni~g . the ·validation . would y·ou· comment if 
necessary .on the following• . 
1. Comprehensiveness - 'Havti important objectives been 
· . · · _ ·omitted? . 
2. ·compactness ,.. Can some items-·justifiably -be. omm.itted? 
. Should they be shortened? ·Should two ·or. 
more objectives be combined? .. · . 
J. · C~arity ~ Are the basic meanings clear? How can clarity 
_be improved? . · · - · · 
4. · · Instruction~ .- Do the instructions· c).ear~y indicat~ what 
· . . i ,s required? · . · · ~ . . · · , 
. . . 
In addition, would ·you please sort the objectives -as 
· outl'ined in . the insti'\lctioner. Your sorting· will not_ in any 
way -be part of th~ thesis but I would just: like. 1;o ·get some 
.idea o~ item~. on which there might be wide- disagr_eement. · 
.. ., ' . . . ~ . . ·. 
T~ou !o;r- your cooper~t.lon. _ . · . . 
. .
' " . 
. Sin_ce'rely., 
. . . • 
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Letter to · Geometry. Teachers · .· • 
.... 1·. ' . . . . : 
. ' . 
. . 
4 . -
, _ .. 
Dear Teacher, 
-· · .. 
: ' '"""-- . -·. . . .· 
What 'different people ·see .as the important , 
·objectives of deductive geometry_ in the high .schoo~ is the 
. . · subject .of·a -thesis r·am writing f~r the, Department of 
· · Curriculum and Instruction at Memorial · University. To . do 
. this 1 need .the ·opinions ,of geome~ry .t -eachers such as your-
. .· self' who ul:ti~tely de,cide 'what ·should, or should' 'not. be 
~mphasiz~d in the classroom. . . 
. 
. . 
. . To get· the opinions of ·teachers I ·have drawn up a 
list · or 35 objective~ of deductive geometry which can~ be 
rated in terms· .of importance . or n~m-importance. · !I'he. 
objectives are: not based specifically on· any ·particular . 
. . . ,geometry course but· they do generally r~flect the deductive .. 
. geometry content as presently · covered in our Grade 9 and 10. · 
·qourses. 
. ff'lli' • . ~ · . ' 
n ·• • I. realize·. that· jour participation. in this B·tudy wll;t• 
be· an extra burden in· an already busy sched~1e. However, if 
you can possibly spare -the few minutes requ1red to so~t the . 
cards as _outlined i~ ~he inetru~tions, it would be greatly 
appreciated' · Plea'se ·note that there are no right· or wrong ' 
way~ to sort the_cardsJ . rather the Qbject ·is to see .to ' what - . 
extent D~r geometry teachers can agree ~ith each ~oth~r~ 







;/ · . 
. •, . .• . ' . 
· .The.re is no need for. you to ~dehtify y~rself in 'any -: .· · ... 
wa,y i{ you do not want to, A,ny comments yQu migh:t7.want t9 " .... 
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' ' . 
'. 
' ' . ~ 
I ., ' ' 
.. 
be welcome • . ;pey woulq n?t 'be a part ?f ~ij~, ~esis - b~t ~ . 
would ~evaluable in shap1ng· my own th1nkfng on the subj~ct • . 
~ . . . . ., 
. - . ~ ·. 
· Many t~ank.s for your c()Qperation. 
~ ~ . . ~ ..... . . 
' ... .... . . 
. ' 
. ·, .· 
. . 
Sincerely, . ':· · 
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· . Letter -to . Mathemati~s : Educators·. ' 
r 
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Your name .was . suggested . to· me .b~j' · o; ."of . 






. . ... 





. , . 
. 




.. : ,._• I 
· mig~t be·' help_f.ul to me in· a · ~star's t~esis · I a:m .. present'ly 
writ~ng for the Department· of Curriculum ana Instruction at 
" ·. Memorial University. The. topic of the propof?ed s;tudy is ·. · 
,, · ··"The Obj_ectiv~~ o~Deductive Qeometry in ~ewfoundland : · 
·"' Secon'tlary, Schools s Perceived by Concerned . Groups_." · One of 
. . · · the groups ·whose o· in ions l am ·slJ.rveying is e~ucators in 






. . · 
b • • • 
·.• 
. . , ·T·o ¢et ~he opi~ion.of ~·ducat.ors I hay~·'dra~ . up .a_ 
~ist Of 35 pOSS1ble ObJeCt1VeS of deductive geometry Which 
: can ·be .rated ln. term~ of importance :or pan-importance. '. . 
· · Please note that .. the question: .of . whethe~ Eucl~dean <leome.try . . ~ 
,. · or some oth~r g~om.etry should be taught . in: the sec,ondary · . · . . . .. 
· · · schoQl is not a consideration· of the studY.. ,; . · ·, . 
..• 
. . . . . ' .. . . ·<I 
. . . I realize that· y9ur participation in . this. study will · · .' · 
.. be. an extra .burdEm ·'in· ·an already busy scheduler · however, if . · (/ 
. ~ .. 
·you can possibly spare the. few · minutes ., requi red to sort t he +-
. · cards as outlined in the instructions, i -t wo.uld be deeply~. · 
. ·.appreciated~ · · · • · · · · . .. 
. . ~ . .. 
. ~ . '. 
.. 
. . . 
.. 
.. · 
' . 6 
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·' . , . . 
,. "" ·. Som~·+time f:igO ~ I'~ ·sent you -ma1;:erial requesting your ~ 
ilss.istance: in 6lassi'fying·· the objectives' of deduct'ive 1 • 
geometry'. ·r apologize f_!:>r bo-:t;hering . you this one ,la'st time, 
but .,t}1is is just. ~:·rem~der in case you intended' _to r~spond 
. to that inqu:Lry· but j:us.t forgot · to do. so. ~our assistance 
. . w.q.ul~ be ' very · muc!l ~-ppr_eciateg., · .J;f you have ·al.ready 
-" rEfsponded ;, .. I- thank you ~very kindly. . " · · 
·C'· . . • ·' • . . " . . • • • ~-
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Dear Geo~etry Tea~her, - -
. . "'. . . . 
( ' I 
YoJ. mi'ght recall hat ·some -time ago I sent you the . . 
same set· .of cards ·you now find enclo.sed, arid you·· ;vert"- kindJ.t 
sorted them for me. · I he itate to take advantage of.your 
good natur ... but I am now. fisking if you would please sort-
them aga~n. The reason fo-r this· is that in the study wfiich ,. 
I am doing I have .to d~mon~trate ~he r~liability of the 
in~trumerit being· used, . This can only be done py asking _ypu . _ 
to repeat the procedure so that I can comp~e the results of 
both. aortings and see to .. what . extent they agree. -
. . . . . 
\ . ' . . . 
6 • I ap61ogize for having to bother yo~ aga_in in this · . , 
·wB:y .and woUld certainly . not. do .'flO if' there were any other 
me~ns of establishing reliability. In·any·event, whether 
·_you ·firid the time to re'spond to · this inquiry or not, 5\I thank . 
you very .kindly for: your assistance in the past-. .. · · · 
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The foilowing t 'extbooks in: deducti,ve geom~try ~n_ ' the_ ... · , _ 
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. secondary school le_vel ' were' analyz'e~ ~n preparing- the' ~ist · . . · . 
. · pf o~jectives used in the study a . . 
. . " . . . ~ , : . . . ~ . . 
• I ' • .. .. ' l 
· Keedy, Mervin L., · ilnd ·others·. ·:Ex~ring ·Geometry. · " . 
- New Yor.k a Holt·, Rirtehart ·and:Uiston, . Inc. , 1967 . .... 
! . ~ -
. . ....., ' . 
. Moi'se, Edwin· E., and ~loyd E . .. ;powns ·Jr.· . Geometr 
Me'hlo Park,. California' Add,i-son-W·esley Pub 




Pearson, Helen· ff•, ·a,nd .James R • . Smart. · . Geometry,~: B?stonc 
. · · Ginrt and ·company·,, 1971. 
' .. 
~ii9~~~ .Marie·S. ·Geometr~~ . A Modern Avproach:. · Menlo Park, 
. · . Cali~orniar Addison-W~sley~ublish1ng Compa~y, lg68. _ 
:· 
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Mathematics educators from the 'following .. universit'ies 
• n . . ~~ ; 
' • . I 
respon~ed to the S\!rVey I . 
' . 
'• I 
Boston University _ 
Boston, Massachusetts . · 
. . . 
. t: 




. · Me~orial Uni y~rsi ty of · Newfoundland · 
. • ' . . 
. p 
St'. ·Joim•s, Newfoundland.· 
. . . . . 
•. 
. . ~· . ' 
University of Alberta : 
( . . . 
/Edmonton,-· Al~erta 
Uni ver~i ty . of Brijish Columbia·· 
vancouver; British Columbia 




. , .· . . 
; Pni versi ty of_. Texa's 
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